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THE WOOLLEN SYSTEM - DEVELOPMENT AND BASIC 
PRINCIPLES 

by J.  P. VAN DER MER WE 
1.1 Iotroduction 

Pure wool yarns may be produced on either the woollen or worsted system 
of manufacture. To the uninformed both will be described as woollen yams. A 
distinction must, however, be made between end products produced from 
either woollen spun yarns or worsted spun yarns. 

In the fourteenth century refugees who fled Europe to escape political and 
religious persecution settled in the town of Worstead in Norfolk, England. 
They brought with them the knowledge and expertise which enabled them to 
make cloths finer and superior in quality to those that had been made in 
Britain before. It is from the name of this town that the term 'worsted' was 
derived'. 

'Woollen' simply relates to something to do with wool. WooUen spun as 
well as worsted spun materials have a character of their own. In the case of 
worsted yarns the fibres are arranged parallel to the yam axis giving a yarn of 
very clear and smooth appearance. In the case of a woollen yarn the fibres are 
arranged in a random manner, resulting in a hairy, lofty and bulky yarn. (See 
Fig. 1). 

Wonted Y m  

Fig. 1 - Diqrsm of a r w l h  and worded yarn. 

Lambswool and Shetland knitwear, knitted from woollen spun yarns have 
become household names. Woven fabrics from woollen spun yams such as 
tweeds, Harris tweed, Cheviots, Saxonies and Welsh are equally well known. 
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Other articles produced on the woollen system are flannels, billiard cloths, 
blankets, meltons, beavers, felts, honeycomb quilts and tennis-ball covers. 
1.2 Yarn Production Systems 

A number of mechanical processes are required to produce a yarn from 
staple fibre. The main purpose of these mechanical processes is to rearrange 
fibres from their original rather random and discontinuous form into a 
coherent form, viz. a continuous strand or yarn, which can withstand the 
subsequent processes required to produce a fabric. Further requirements 
include the removal of impurities. Although a multitude of machines exist to 
achieve the purpose of producing a yarn from the original staple fibre, the 
fundamental operations are: 

opening, cleaning and blending, 
sliver formation, 
drafting of the sliver, 
twist insertion. 

No matter what machines are being utilised in producing a yarn according 
to specification for blend composition, colour, Linear density and twist, it must 
be the primary aim of every mill and every individual employee to produce a 
yam as strong, as even and as economical as is practically possible. 

Broadly speaking, the various ways of producing staple fibre yarns can be 
grouped into the following four main systems, 

short staple or cotton, 
long staple or worsted, 
semi-worsted, 
woollen. 

The processing routine for woollen yarns differs from, and is much 
shorter and more simple than that for worsted yarn manufacture. This is 
illustrated in Table 1. 

1.3 Raw Materials 
In the worsted system long, virgin wool is used and a combing process is 

included in the processing sequence to remove short fibres and to help in 
aligning the fibres along the yarn axis. The woollen system uses virgin wool but 
it can, however, produce similar yams which contain no new wool because the 
system is particularly suitable for the production of yarns from short fibre 
materials and it is said that the woollen spinner can spin any type of fibre, no 
matter how short it may be, as long as it has two ends. 

It is for the latter reason that the woollen spinner can utilise a variety of 
fibrous raw materials of which the following are the most important: 

(i)shoddy - obtained by tearing up of rags originating from old 
and new knitwear as well as loosely constructed woven fabrics. 
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(ii)mungo - obtained by tearing up of new or old hand-woven and 
milled cloth o r  felt. 

(iii)noils - short fibres removed from the long fibres during 
worsted combing. 

TABLE 1 
Schematic oresentation of the worsted and woollen systems of 

manufacture. 
Wonted  System 

Sorting 

4 
Blending 

1 
Dusting 

1 
Scouring 

1 
Drying - oiling 

1 
Carding 

1 
3 Gillings 

t - 
Combing 

4 
Gilling 

i 
Backwashing 

+ 
2 Gillings 

I 
Drawing 

I 
Spinning 
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Woollen Syslem 
Fibre Selection 

1 
Dusting 

1 
Scouring 

1 
Drying 

I 
Dyeing 

t 
Dusting 

i 
Blending 

I 
Oiling 

1 
Carding 

I 
Spinning 



(iv)cotton, rayon and other synthetic fibres in staple form, and 
(v) textile processing wastes. 

The list of fibre types suitable for processing on the woollen system of 
manufacture is almost endless, while blends of the various fibre types are 
normal practice. Small amounts of cotton or nylon are added to very short 
wool blends to increase y a m  strength. 

For the purpose of <his review the discussion will be limited to the woollen 
system of manufacture and to the processing of virgin wool into yarn, unless 
otherwise stated. 

2. OPENING, CLEANING AND BLENDING 
2.1 Opening 

Wool is normally received at the miU in a press packed hale with a density 
of approximately 250 kg/m3. The latest trend is to compact the bales to a 
density3 of up to 570 kg/m3 or higher. It is therefore essential that the bales he 
opened and that machines be employed to open the fibres to facilitate removal 
of part of the particulate impurities such as sand, dust and vegetable matter in 
a preliminary dusting process and to facilitate a better penetration oS the 
scouring liquors during scouring. 

For the dusting or shaking process a double-cylinder opening machine is 
often used, as shown in Figure 2. Sand, dirt and dust are removed by the 
rotating spiked beaters which heat the wool against the screens at the bottom 
of the machine. 

Fig. 2 - Doubk Cylinder Wool ~ p c o e ?  

Very dirty, long and coarse wools and hair fibres-are often cleaned in a 
cone duster in which the wool is beaten by a spiked, cone-shaped revolving 
drum against a screen below. 
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2.2 Cleaning 
2.2.1 Scouring 

The next stage in the opening and cleaning sequence is scouring. Apart 
from particulate matter, wool also contains suint, grease and mineral 
impurities which have to be removed by scouring. Certain lower grade wools 
for carpets and blankets are not scoured but carded in greasy form to assist in 
lubricating the fibres during carding. In the latter case the grease and dirt are 
removed by hank scouring or by piece scouring. 

Several scouring systems for the scouring of loose wool are available and 
some of these are listed below: 

Emulsion scouring, 
WRONZ Mini-Bowl4, 
CSIRO Lo-Ro, L6 
Solvent systems7. 

The most popular and widely used scouring system is the emulsion 
scouring system which will be briefly dealt with below and should more detail 
be required on scouring in general, it can be obtained from the literatures. 

A scouring plant for the scouring of wool, by means of the emulsion 
scouring method, consists of a series of at least 4 scouring bowls and one rinse 
bowl. The wool is transported through the bowl by harrow forks and is 
squeezed between a set of rollers before it moves to the next bowl. The 
scouring bowls are charged with soap or detergent and in some cases also an 
alkali. 

The wool grease, consisting mainly of fatty alcohols and fatty acids with a 
melting point of about 45"C, is emulsified by the soap, and the fatty acids 
saponified by the alkali above the melting point. The suint, consisting of 
potassium salts of fatty acids, is soluble in the water and assists in emulsifying 
the grease. Most of the dim and grease is suspendedin the soap or detergent 
solution and is removed when the wool is squeezed at the end of the bowl. 
Heavy particles drop to the bottom of the bowl and are removed 
automatically. The dirty wash liquor removed from the wool by the squeeze- 
rollers is collected in a settling-tank, in which a partial separation of grease and 
dirt takes place, the liquor being returned to the bowl. The concentration of 
the scouring agents decreases as the wool proceeds through the bowls. The last 
bowl normally consists of clean water to rinse the wool. 

2.2.2 Drying 
After scouring, the wool is dried in a chamber by circulating hot air. 

When the wool leaves the last rinsing bowl it is squeezed to a moisture content 
off  40%. The wet wool is conveyed, either by aprons or on perforated drums, 
through the flow of hot air. A well known dryer of this type is the Reissner 
suction drum dryer illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 -  Longifudinnl end C r ~ t i o a n l  Views of a Suction dryer: A-Sbtioauy baffle; 
EFxhmt Pir, C-Healing pipes: D-Baffler to diifribute air evenly acrossthe width of the 
dryer; E-Air whke. 

2.2.3. Removal of Vegetable Matter 
Wool contains a certain amount of vegetable matter such as burr, leaves, 

twigs9 etc. which must be removed either mechanically of chemically. The 
presence of vegetable matter'" interferes with fibre movement during drafting, 
causes endbreakages during spinning and gives rise to slubs and irregularities. 
In the final fabric these impurities can lead to speckiness due to their dyeing 
behaviour differing from that of wool. They can also cause discomfort to the 
wearer. 

Small amounts of vegetable matter are removed with relative ease by the 
card. If they are present in large amounts, however, they must be removed by 
an additional process, either by mechanical deburring or chemically by 
carbonising. 
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2.2.3.1 Burr-Picking Maehines 
These machines remove burrs from wool mechanically by subjecting the 

wool to a sequence of pin and beater treatments which knock the burrs out 
while the wool is held in the pins. 

The multiplex machine" consists of four mechanical combinations. In the 
f i s t  step the wool is fed through cockspur feed rollers. The wool is then 
combed and opened by a rotating fine-lagged main cylinder. The wool is 
carried over a rack where the impurities are thrown off by centrifugal force. 
The second step is the removal of dust and light impurities by air currents 
which are directed through the machine. 

The third cleaning is effected by the delivery of the wool from the main 
cylinder to the first burr cylinder which is covered with toothed wire. The wool 
fibres pass down between the wires leaving the burrs exposed on the surface, 
these being removed by rapidly moving guards. The fourth cleaning is effected 
by the second burr cylinder which strips the wool from the first cylinder 
thereby reversing the position of the wool in its relation to the cylinder and 
thus allowing the other ends of the wool to be cleaned by the revolving guards. 
The cleaned wool is finally removed from the cylinder by a brush. 
2.2.3.2 Crushing 

Most woollen cards are equipped with peralta rollers. In this system the 
web delivered by the scribbler doffer is passed through a pair of weighted plain 
steel rollers which cmsh the vegetable matter. The crushed vegetable matter is 
then dropped from the wool as it passes through the rest of the carding 
machine. The rollers, themselves, are kept clean by scraper blades. 

2.2.3.3 Carbonking 
Chemical removal of vegetable matter from wool or noils is carried out by 

wet carbonising with sulphuric acid. Rags, containingcellulosic materials, are 
usually dry carbonised by treatment with hydrochloric acid gas. The acid used 
in carbonising converts the cellulosic material to brittle hydrocellulose which is 
removed from the wool by crushing and subsequent dusting. 

2.2.3.3.1 We2 carbonising 
Wet c a r b ~ n i s i n g ~ ~ ' ~  is normally canied out on scoured wool. In this 

process the wool is passed through a stainless steel bowl containing sulphuric 
acid at room temperature with a specific gravity of 1,02 to 1,04. The wool is 
then squeezed to a moisture content of approximately 40% and then dried in 
two stages. The first drying stage (71°C) is thermo-physical to dry the wool 
and the second or baking stage (93OC) thermo-chemical during which the 
cellulose is converted to hydrocellulose. After baking, the wool is passed 
through crushing rollers and a shaking machine to remove the cellulose. The 
wool is then passed through scouring bowls containing soda ash to neutralise 
the residual acid in the wool after which it is rinsed and finally dried. 
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A wet carbonising process utilising hydrochloric acid" instead of 
sulphuric acid offers certain advantages such as producing a softer, less 
stringy, less pilled, less flat and more resilient product. 

There is also less danger of damage to the fibres when excessive acid 
concentrations and drying temperatures are employed. This fact can be taken 
advantage of in carbonising wool with cockle burrs. There is also less danger 
of damage due to wet ends after the acid treatment. To some extent this is due 
to the volatility of the hydrochloric acid and the tendency of excessive acid 
solution to form a constant boiling mixture in the dryer, the hydrochloric acid 
gas being removed constantly with the water evaporation. 

The major disadvantage, however, is that plants made from special 
materials are required due to the corrosive action of hydrochloric acid. 

2.2.3.3.2 Dry Carbonicing 
Dry ca rbo~s ing '~  is carried out on rags containing blends of wool and 

cellulose. in this process, the rags are heated and then put into the rotating 
drum of the machine. The rags are lifted by hooks, set on the inside periphery 
of the drum, and dropped through hydrochloric acid gas. The gas is 
introduced into the centre of the rotating drum by a perforated pipe connected 
to a retort in which the gas is produced by dripping liquid hydrochloric acid 
onto a heated plate. The entire machine is heated and the rags tumbled for 
approximately three hours. 

The rags are then removed, allowed to cool, shaken and then neutralised 
before tearing. 

2.3 Blending 
The primary object of blending of fibres intended for woollen yarn 

production is (i) to mix the fibres thoroughly and (ii) to blend fibres together to 
produce a yarn with characteristics that cannot be produced by using any one 
fibre type on its own'"'9. 

Von Bergenm states that the most important reasons for blending are t o  
achieve variations in aesthetics, performance and economics. The components 
of these are: 

I. Aesthetics 
1 .  Appearance 

(a) Colour 
(b) Lustre 
(c) Surface texture 
(d) Cover 
(e) Drape 
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2. Handle and touch 
(a) Liveliness 
(b) Fullness 
(c) Firmness 
(d) Loft 
(e) Dryness 
(f) Smoothness 
(g) Softness 

I1 Performance 
1. Functional (end use) 

(a) Wrinkle resistance 
(b) Warmth and comfort 
(c) Durability 
(d) Fastness 

2. Processing 
(a) Tailorability 

III Economics 
I. Fibre cost 

(a) blend composition 
2. Processing 

(a) Spinnability and weavabiiity 
(b) Dyeing and finishing 

It is well known that, although the fibre physical properties, such as 
length and &ameter of natural fibres may be the same, they vary considerably 
in their characteristics2' due to changes in climatic conditions during their 
growth, areas of cultivation and certain genetic differences. To produce a 
uniform yam or cloth it is therefore essential that the individual components 
of the blend be mixed thoroughly. 

In the woollen trade, as a rule, dyeing is carried out on loose stock. 
Colour blends and particular shades can be produced by mixing fibres of 
different colours. Blending must, however, be thorough. On the other hand, 
fibres differing in dye uptake may be blended and then dyed in piece form to 
produce special effects. 

Spinning and weaving performance may be increased by adding a small 
amount of synthetic fibre, e.g. 10% nylon to the blend. It has been found that 
the long and fine fibres in a blend tend to migrate to the yarn core, while the 
coarse and short fibres migrate to the surface of the yarn2'". This 
phenomenon may be used to advantage to produce a yarn with good tensile 
properties by selection of strong fibres to form the core. Specific aesthetic 
properties may be obtained by incorporating fibres that will migrate to the 
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surface. Incorporating synthetic fibres with wool fibres may increase pleat and 
crease retention while minimising wrinkling". 

Blending is also carried out for economic reasons. Substitution of one or 
more components by other raw materials may have considerable cost 
advantages either in that the fibre is cheaper or that the overall production 
efficiency in carding, spinning, winding and weaving or knitting is increased 
thereby lowering the production cost. 
2.3.1 BIending Systems and Blending Equipment 

While a considerable degree of blending takes place during p r e l i  
cleaning and opening this is normally quite inadequate if a consistent product 
must be maintained from one hour to the next. A well planned blending system 
must be employed to ensure an evenly distributed blend continuously supplied 
to the card. A further important function of blending is to apply a lubricant to 
minimise fibre breakage, to reduce fly during carding and to assist the 
movement of the fibres during drafting in the spinning processls. 

In the days before blending machines were available and labour was still 
available at low cost, wool was blended on the floorz by spreading the various 
constituents of the blend in layers. Vertical cuts were then taken and fed to an 
opening picker or teaser. This process was carried out at least twice. O'i was 
added to the blend by sprinkling with a watering can to which a T-shaped 
perforated delivery pipe was fitted. Oil was applied to the individual 
components, layer by layer or after one or two passages through the picker. 

The aforementioned.hlending method is mainly of historical interest. 
Today it is carried out only when small sample lots are to be blended and oiled. 
Modem blending machines have not changed much through the years but the 
use of blending bins for storage of fibre and the transfer of fibres by 
pneumatic means through ducting and spreaders have become the general 
practise. O'i is applied in the form of a fine spray after blending. The latter 
method of applying oil is more effective in distributing the oil evenly over the 
fibres and it is much cleaner because it is applied after blending. This has the 
added advantage in dowing longer runs between fettling of the cards. 

Today blending is carried out on either the batch system or the continuous 
system. The bat& system is used mainly for small lots where mixing of colours 
and fibre qualities are important. The continuous system generally is used for 
large blend lots as is required for the manufacture of carpets and blankets and 
therefore mainly for the processing of coarse fibre types. 

2.3.1.1 Batch 
Irrespective of blending system used, baled fibre must be "burst" and if 

the material is dusty it should be shaken and opened to get rid of most of the 
dirt. Where a very small quantity of fibre is to be added to the blend to 
produce either a special shade or perhaps a handle effect, i t  is essential that a 
premixing or "meliing" of the small lot with pan of the major component be 
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carried out. For example, when a blend consists of 98% black and 2% white 
fibres, the 2% white fibres are premixed with 20% black fibres. This mixtureis 
then blended as one constituent of the blend with the remainder of the black 
PW.  

In batch blending, the weighed components of the blend are arranged 
round the trap of a suction duct, coupled to a fan. The components are fed 
into the trap in their relative proportions taking a double hand as the unit. The 
material is fed by ducting to a teaser or  plucker i.e. a fearnaught or willey 
which opens, removes dust and dirt and slightly mixes the hlend. The material 
is carried further by ducting to a blending bin in which the material is spread 
evenly over the floor of the bin by a rotary spreader. When the bin is full, or  
when all the fibres of a hlend have been fed into the bin, the door is opened 
and the material fed into a trap in the ducting, by striking the pile vertically 
down. The fibre is transported to a second bin to effect further mixing. If the 
latter is not required the fibre is fed to a fearnaught to open the fibre further. 
Upon leaving the fearnaught, the airborne fibres are sprayed with an atomised 
oil/water emulsion and transported to storage bins in the carding room or 
sheeted for storage. 

In another batch system the blend, after having been dusted and opened 
on a fearnaught, is fed into a revolving polygonal chamber built of sheet 
panels having doors and glazed sight holes around the circumference. The 
blend is fed into the bin by cyclone on the one side of the bin. The hlend is 
compressed by rollers which are suspended by counterweights from a 
telescopic support and lifted by the material. A series of nozzles are arranged 
on the roller arm and oil is sprayed evenly onto the blend as the bin rotates. 
When the bin is full it is stopped and a panel removed and the blend struck 
vertically into a trap from which the oiled fibres are transported to the card 
storage bin, baling or  sheeting machine or directly to _the card hopper. 

In the newer blending systems the fibres are layered horizontally in the bin 
by means of a telescopic cyclone while the bin is emptied in vertical layers by 
the bin emptier to produce a more homogeneous blend. 

2.3.1.2 Continuous Blending 
In batch blending, the full mass of  blend is processed as a unit but in 

continuous blending the components enter the system at one end and emerge in 
a continuous stream of opened mixed and oiled blend at the other endx6. Batch 
blending is normally carried out when a large number of components are to be 
blended together, as is generally the case in the hosiery trade, because it 
produces a more homogeneous blend. It does, however, require more labour 
than the continuous system of blending. Continuous blending is preferred to 
batch blending when coarse fibres are to be blended as is the case with the 
production of carpet yarns, blanket yarns and rug wools. 

The unit method of hand feeding, used in batch blending is eliminated in 
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continuous blending systems and is replaced by some or other means of 
weighing and feeding of the blend components into the system. 

Several systems for the continuous feeding of the component parts into 
the blendig line exist. In one such a system the components are weighed in 
their proportions in a skip or box and this skip, containing a unit mixture of 
the blend, is then emptied into a special hopper feed, levelling out the 
intermittent feed of the skip, which levels out the flow for feeding the opening 
machid6. 

The modem trend is to place a series of weighing hoppers along a 
common feeding lattice. Each component of the blend is then weighed onto 
the lattice in the correct proportion by the individual weighing hoppers. The 
lattice then transports the blend to a hopper which feeds a picker, such as a 
willey, mopen, blend and rempve dust and dirt from the fibres. The material 
is then transported by a lattice to a hopper feeding a fearnaught for pre- 
carding and blending of the material. When the material leaves the fearnaught 
it is sprayed with oil through compressed air nodes .  W i g  at this stage is 
advantageous because dust and dirt have been removed and distribution of the 
oil is much better, due to the opened state of the fibres. This means that less 
frequent fettling of the card is required26. 

After oiling, the fibre is transported pneumatically to a blending bin. 
Several bin systems are available, the most popular being to deliver through a 
telescopic cyclone into a rectangular bin. While the blend is being fed into the 
bin, the cyclone moves forwards and backwards, layering the blend in thin 
sheets on top of each other. Once filled, the bin is emptied by a bin emptier in 
vertical layers, thus assuring a perfect blend2'. The process of layering the 
blend horizontally and emptying vertically can be repeated as many times as 
required because the fibre length is not impaired due to the fact that the fibres 
are not mechanically processed but are pneumatically transported through 
ducting. 

After proper blending, the blend is transferred from the blending bin t o  a 
bin at the back of the card or is fed directly to the card by chute feeding. 

Savings in labour with a continuous system of blending are considerable 
because generally manual labour is required only to provide the hoppers with 
fibre. The entire plant is controlled by one operator selecting the various 
functions on an illuminated chart. The risk of error is very low because the 
machines and switches are electrically intercontrolled: if a component of a 
circuit is faulty, nothing will be started in this circuit2'. 
In conclusion, it can be stated that the process of blending consists of 

"bursting" of baled fibrous stock, 
mixing of components, 
opening and dusting of the blend on a picker e.g. a willey, 
blending and precarding on a fearnaught, 
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oiling of the blend by spraying under presswe with an oil/water emulsion, 
and 
further blending by horizontal layering in bins and by vertically emptying 
the bins. 

The requirements of blending are the followingw: 
Blends containing relatively small amounts of a given component must be 
pre-mixed or "melled", 
Dense, greasy material must be opened before mixing with lofty material, 
Dirty, limy and sandy materials should be shaken separately from very 
greasy material, 
Uniform blend composition can only be achieved by accurate weighing of 
the components. 

Pneumatic conveying and cleaning can be combined. 

3. OILING 
The purpose of oil application to fibres is as follows*": 

(i) to minimise fibre breakage during opening and carding by lubricating the 
fibres to aUow them to slip past each other more easily; 

(ii) to provide a stronger web if the lubricant has good cohesive properties; 
(ii) to eliminate static electricity, thereby allowing a more regular sliver to be 

spun; 
(iv) to assist in the drafting of the twisted slubbings to allow a yam to be spun 

with low short-term variation. In this case the oil must have good 
lubricating as well as cohesive properties; 

(v) to reduce fly. 
For a fibre lubricant or, more correctly, a fibre processing aid, to meet 

these demands, it must ideally fulfd the following requirementss3': 
(i) It must have good lubricating properties to assist disentanglement during 

carding and allow reguIar drafting of the slubbing during drafting. It 
must therefore have lubricating and cohesive properties in order to con- 
trol both static and dynamic friction, of the fibre assemblies. 
Static cohesion and dynamic friction properties can be easily 
e x p l a i ~ e d ~ ~ . ~  by a stress/elongation curve for slubbig. (See Figure 4). 
Maximum static fibre to fibre friction or cohesion is given by the point A 
in the stress/elongation curve. Therefore, fibre assemblies with a high 
value of A possess a high static cohesion and vice versa. 

Dynamic friction is represented by the descending part of the 
stress/elongation curve. Frictional behaviour is determined by the slope 
of the curves AB and AC respectively. AB indicates a slubbing with high 
dynamic frictional properties and AC one with low frictional properties. 
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Cohesion 
total elongation ( 8 )  

Cohesion and dynamic friction properties of slubbings can be adjusted to 
suit the processing requirements by the addition of the correct lubricant; 
e.g. a sliver showing too high dynamic friction and too low static cohe- 
sion properties is sprayed with a lubricant to reduce dynamic fibre to 
fibre friction and to increase static fibre to fibre cohesion. 

(ii) It must lower the fibre to metal friction. 

(iii) It must control static. Wool in a dry state is a poor conductor of electrici- 
ty and an electrical charge is developed when the fibres are separated as 
during carding. The static electricity charges lead to the formation of ex- 
cessive amounts of 'fly' and a poor fibre/fibre cohesion. It is essential, 
therefore, that static must be controlled. Lubricants, however, are nor- 
mally applied as emulsions in water, and the water in itself, being a good 
conductor of electricity, will assist in minimising static and help disper- 
sion and spreading of the oil on the surface of the fibre. 

(iv) It must be able to spread evenly over the surface of the fibre to effect 
good lubricatiods. The spreading properties of a lubricant depend on its 
interfacial tension relative to the surface to which it is applied and on its 
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viscosity. Due to the variation in different types of wool the spreading is 
dependent mainly on viscosity. A thin oil with low viscosity will spread 
over fibres and penetrate more easily through a fibrous mass than a thick 
oil. 

(v) The lubricant should be stable against transport and storage conditions 
and it must be stable against extreme temperatures. 

(vi) Emulsions with water must be stable should there be a need to store them 
for a period of time i.e. they should not separate, change viscosity or 
change in colour. 

(viii It must form a stable emulsion with both soft and moderately hard water 
under various temperatures. 

(6) It must not undergo any change in nature while in contact with fibre. 
Fatty and mineral oils absorb oxygen from the air and become sticky, 
rancid and dark coloured. The oxidation process is rapid when the oil is 
spread in a thin f h  over the fibre and spontaneous combustion can oc- 
cur due to the heat generated by the exothermic reaction. 

(ix) The use of the lubricant should not be hazardous inrespect of: 
(a) causing fnes; 
(b) being toxic; 
(c) having a detrimental effect on metal, paint or rubbers and 

leathers fitted to cards and s~inniig frames. 
(x) It must be removed easily from ihe fibie in finishing processes. 

3.1 Lubricant types used in woollen processing 
Several types of  lubricant^^^-^^^^^^' are available on the market for the 

processing of fibres on the woollen system. These vary in properties and price 
and the type for a particular requirement can be obtained by selecting one 
from the main types listed hereunder: - 
3.1.1 OIeines 

These were the first lubricants to be used for the lubrication of fibres and 
many are still being used today. They are liquid fatty acids based on oleic acid 
(9-octadecanoic acid) containing about 12% saturated acids, such as palmitic 
and stearic acid, and 8% linoleic acid (which is ~nsaturated)~'. Oleines are 
derived from tallow and bone grease. The unsaturated acids can give rise to 
exothermic oxidation and can thus lead to spontaneous combustion. Inclusion 
of antioxidants in oleine blends is therefore essential. 

The most widely used oleic type of lubricant consists of 70% oleic acid 
and 30% mineral oiFs. During scouring of the woollen yarn or garments the 
oleine is saponified in situ in the wool by the soda ash present in the scouring 
liquor, forming a soap which assists scouring and milling. It is claimed that the 
residual saponified oleine plays an important role in the "woolly" handle of 
Shetland and Lambswool  good^'^-'^. 
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Application levels of oleines to wool vary between 6% and 8% on the 
mass of the wool. They are removed by scouring with soda ash. Excessive 
amounts of soda ash should not be used because the wool may be damaged. By 
controlling the pH between 9 and 93,  damage can be kept to a minimum 
because the soda ash is converted to sodium bicarbonate during 
saponification3'. 

3.1.2 Blended Oils (Semi-neutral oils) 
These are blends of mineral oil, glycerides (non-drying oils) and oleines. 

Emulsifiers are added to render the oils emulsifiable with water. The addition 
of the fatty acids promotes better spreading of the oil, it prevents fly 
formation and improves scouring properties3'. Mineral oil cheapens the blend. 
This type of oil, because of itslow free fatty acid content, is mainly used in the 
production of knitting yarns and fine woollen yarns sold in the grease. When 
scouring a wool which has been lubricated with these oils it is necessary to add 
either soap or a detergent to the soda ash liquor. 

3.1.3 Mineral Oils 
These consist mainly of a blend of mineral oil and nonionic emulsifiers. 

They are stable to oxidation, allow cleaner working in carding and are almost 
odourless. Some cab be scoured from wool by water alone provided the wool 
to which they are applied is clean of wool grease. They are, scoured mostly in 
mild alkaline liquors with an addition of detergent and salt. 

3.1.4 Synthetic lubriennts (Water scourable oils) 
These are manufactured from polyalkene glycols, polyalkene oxides and 

phosphoric esters36. 
The synthetic oils find particular application in the production of wool 

yams for Superwash treatment3'. These lubricants are easily removed by 
scouring and no oil is left on the wool that may interfere with subsequent 
Superwash processing. 

In comparison with conventional semi-neutral types it is chime@ that 
synthetic lubricants improve carding and spinning performance, slightly 
increase yarn tensile strength, hardly affect frictional properties and increase 
elasticity. 

Manufacturing of synthetic lubricants can be controlled so that any 
desired combination of properties can be obtained in one lub~icant'~. They are 
more expensive than the conventional oils, but are applied at lower 
concentrations and in semi-worsted spinning, for example, small amounts of 
lubricating agent are added to the clean wool blend whereby scouring is 
eliminated. 

In some instances, emulsifiable mineral oil and synthetic lubricants are 
blended to yield a product that combines the desirable properties of both 
lubricants at an acceptable price. 
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Two types of synthetic lubricants are available in the trade: 
(i) Water soluble but grease immiscible types. They are removed during hank 

dyeing. They are applied to clean blends at a concentration of 1 - 3% 
0.m.f. 

(u) Water soluble and fully miscible with wool grease. This particular type has 
high solvency power for wool grease. This means that when the yarn is 
immersed in water both the lubricant and the wool grease are removed. 
Removal is effected by hank scouring. 

3.2 Lubricant choice 
A number of factors are involved when selecting a lubricant. Retention of 

adequate yarn strength and good elasticity, together with satisfactory yields 
and ease of removal of the lubricant during scouring, are of prime 
importanc6'. 

In the case of wool, the choice of a lubricant is influenced by the fibre 
physical properties, such as diameter, crimp and length. These also influence 
the quantity of lubricant to be used. The choice is also influenced by the 
method of processing, i.e. woollen, semi-worsted etc. and the actual end-use 
i.e. hosiery, apparel, carpet etc. 

In general, it can be stated that yarns or fabrics to be scoured are normally 
sprayed with oleines or semi-neutral oil because the residual soap left in the 
fibre gives a fabric of a soft handle as is the case with Lambswool. Shetland 
types3L." and certain carpet blends. Mineral oil is also used in blends which are 
to be scoured for their lubricating and cost advantage properties. Wool grease 
miscible synthetic lubricants have a special field of application on carpet yarn 
qualities where greasy or clean and greasy wool blends are processed. 

Where yarns and fabrics are not scoured and wools with a low residual 
grease content are used, water soluble synthetic lu6ricants must be used. 
Scouring is not canied out in the case of semi-worsted carpet yarns because 
they are dyed without scouring. Scouring, subsequent to spinning and twisting 
of tufted carpet yarns, is not required. The blends in this case are normally 
stock dyed and then oiled with water soluble synthetic lubricants after 
blending. This also requires the lubricant to be non-staining and non-soiling. 
These requirements are met by some synthetic lubricants with high antistatic 
properties or a purely antistatic product which gives little or no lubrication. 
Yields can, however, be reduced by such "dry" processing conditions and 
"fly" can be increased. 

Pigmented fibres should be processed with lubricants which can be 
removed by a neutral scour because alkaline scouring often leads to cross 
staining of adjacent non-pigmented yarns due to pigment migrating from the 
wool. A lubricant which is removed by neutral scouring should be used. 
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3.3 Oiling Methods and Equipment 
Lubricants are applied to the fibre blend either manually or by automatic 

s~raying'~. Oiling is done by hand with a sprinkling can, the oil being applied 
as uniformly as possible to each layer of stock after it has been laid. Vertical 
cuts of the oiled blend is then fed by band through a mixing picker once or 
twice and allowed to lie overnight to ensure thorough penetration and 
spreading of the oil. This method is used for small blends only and large lots 
are oiled automatically because of labour-saving, material-saving and better 
control. 

In the automatic system of oiling, the oil is applied continuously to the 
blend as it is transferred to the blending picker or it is sprayed on in the form 
of a mist after the picker. 

3.3.1 Gravity feedmethod 
In this method, the oil emulsion is fed into a horizontal pipe, fastened 

directly over the conveyer, with evenly spaced holes along its length. The 
emulsion drips directly onto the blend as it passes below the pipe. Feeding of 
the emulsion and regulating the quantity of emulsion to be applied are 
difficult. 
3.3.2 Brush method 

The emulsion is fed to an o~cillating pipe above a rotating brush roller. 
The brush roller hits a flipper bar directly below itself spraying the oil with fme 
droplets of emulsion. A version with an oscillating, instead of a rotating, 
brush is also available. Control of the amount of emulsio~t to be applied and 
uniformity of distribution is relatively easy. 

3.3.3 Spray method 
In the spray method, the oil emulsion is applied to Ihe blend in a fme 

atomised mist spray. 
The "Vortex" oiling system consists of a chamber which is filled with a 

mist of oil produced by the atomising heads which protrude into the chamber. 
The material passes through the chamber and out through a small orifice 
which adjusts itself in area automatically according to the volume of material 
passing at any time, thereby minimising the oil or vapours entering the fan and 
subsequent ducting. 

The "Atomist" system39 operates on the same principle. It is normally 
fitted after the last opener in a line, where the fibres are oiled under conditions 
most favourable for the take-up of oil. The oil is fed to the Atomist by means 
of a duplex unit which enables emulsions to be applied without premixing. For 
this purpose, separate tanks are fitted for the water and oil, the mixing of the 
two components taking place in the oiler body through a special mixer-jet. An 
air cushion in the stock tanks is maintained by a compressor to ensure a 
constant flow of the components. Viscosity and temperature of the lubricant 



are monitored and controlled. 
The amount of spray is applied automaticdly according to the height of 

the material feed on the apron conveyor. Constant fibre stock feed is 
controlled by a volumetric metering hopper feeder. A diagram of the Atomist 
system is given in Figure 5. 

A Metering hopper feed MHf.1 B Opener 
C "Atomist" 
1 Materialsfrom bins 6 Vibrating chute 
2 Spiked sheet 7 Lower level control 
3 Paddle beater 8 Metering rollers 
4 Doffer 9 "Auto-Regulo" 
5 High level control 10 Materials out to cards 

Fig. 5 -Diagram of Atomist oiling systema 

* 
3.4 Lubricant additives 

Lubricants contain additives to prevent oxidation, to control static 
electricity and to increase fibre cohe~ion'~. 

Oxidation of fatty acids, fatty oils and mineral oils are catalised by metals 
such as iron and chromium. Wools may contain small traces of these metals 
and anti-oxidants are therefore added to prevent the oils from oxidising 
making removal difficult during subsequent scouring of the yarn. 

Static charges normally develop when the wool is dry or is subjected to 
conditions of high friction. Wool, in the dry state, is a good insulator and 
charges can therefore not leak away. This problem is solved by adding 
substances t o  increase the conductivity of the wool. This is achieved by the 
addition of emulsifiers to the lubricant. 

Inter-fibre friction is increased by the addition of colloidal silicon3s or by 
the addition of fumed alumina dispersi~n'~. It is claimed that yam strength is 
increased by 10&, yarns are loftier and 'fly' on the card is reduced whereby 



carding yield is increased by up to 4%. The fumed alumina dispersion is 
positively charged which bonds it to the negatively charged wool. The particles 
attract neighbouring fibres and hold them together, increasing the friction and 
preventing the fibres from sliding past each other. 

3.5 Movement of Oil in Stored Blends 
It has been suggested that oil applied to a blend may seep to the bottom of 

the bales when stored for prolonged periods of time. It was, however, found4' 
that no significant seepage of oil took place when a bale of wool, oiled with 8 
per cent oleine, was stored for a period of four months. It was also shown that 
when wool, oiled with 20 per cent oilene, was stored in contact with the same 
wool but moiled, no transfer of oil took place. It was therefore concluded that 
seepage of oil does not occur in oiled wool blends when stored for normal 
periods prior to carding. 

4. SLUBBlNG FORMATION - CARDING 
4.1 Historical Developmenta" 
4.1.1 The Curd 

Carding is defined as a process whereby an entangled, matted mass of 
fibres is reduced to a f i y  web by working between two closely-spaced, 
relatively-moving surfaces clothed with sharp points. 

In early days, wool was carded by hand. In this process the wool was 
opened between the teeth of two hand cards by relative motion of the cards so 
that the teeth worked in a point to point action. Upon completion of the 
opening process the direction of motion was changed so that the cards worked 
in a point to hack action to perform a stripping action. 

In 1748 L e i s  Paul patented a flat surface carding machine with pins 
aimed at mechanisation of the hand carding principle. A circular revolving 
card was also covered in the same patent. Daniel Bourne however, is credited 
with the development in 1748 of the fust cylindrical card. This was described 
as a carding machine with rotating rollers covered by card clothing. A major 
obstacle, however, was that all the carded material was delivered in the form 
of sheets and these had to he piecened before a continuous yam could be spun. 
In 1775 a breakthrough in producing a continuous sliver was made by 
Arkwight. His machine incorporated most of the principles of modem 
carding machines. It also had an automatic feeder by means of which cotton, 
in roll or lap form was fed to the machine. The cylinder of the card was 
covered with sheets of card clothing with gaps between them and the working 
action took place between these and stationary flats fitted above the cylinder. 
These flats were made of wood onto which card clothing was nailed. By fitting 
a doffer and a doffer comb to the machine the fibre could be removed in a 
continuous web, which was drawn through a funnel and a pair of rollers and 
then coiled in a can. 
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These cotton cards were also used for the carding of short wools, but the 
action was too harsh and stock cards were, therefore, still used for wool 
carding for some time after Arkwright's card had been patented. Carding 
machines consisting of a scribbler part for opening and some mixing of wool 
fibres, and a carder for final mixing and forming a web were first used in 
Yorkshire in 1780. 

4.1.2 me Condenser 
Before the introduction of what is now known as the condenser, the 

carded wool was processed or given a preliminary drawing and spinning on 
what was then known as the Billy. The B i y  was, in essence, a spindle drafting 
machine and the slubbings thus produced were then subsequently spun on the 
mule. 

The principle of subdividing the web from the carder was patented in 1776 
by Thomas Wood. This led to the development of the double ring doffer in 
1825 by Ezekiel Hale of Haverhill. Massachusetts. 

Credit is given, however, to John Goulding of Worcester, Massachusetts 
for developing a reliable and practical mechanism producing continuous 
lengths of level slubbing. Goulding's patent of 1826, combined a ring doffer 
with a condenser thereby eliminating the Billy and short rolls of slubbing. 

Goulding claimed to have brought together a number of inventions. His 
system consisted of taking the ribbons produced by the ring doffer, 
consolidating them by means of rotating tubes or reciprocating rollers, and 
then winding the slubbings by friction drive into a number of individual 
cheeses on a long condenser bobbin. Edward Winslow is credited for 
developing this friction drive. It is surprising, however, that Goulding made 
use of a friction drive and did not use a surface drive because a patent was filed 
by John Rhodes in 1786 for winding by surface contact. 

Ring doffen are not covered with clothing over their entire surface which 
means a loss in production. Goulding developed a traversing mechanism so 
that the ring doffer, and in some cases the workers, was traversed to give a 
more even slubbig and to avoid piling up of fibres as endless rings on those 
sections of thecylinder and workers not cleared by the doffer. However, it was 
subsequently found that traversing of the ring doffer could be eliminated by 
fitting the clothing onto the doffer in a zig-zag manner. Another alternative 
was to use two ring doffers with the rings arranged in such a manner that fibres 
over the entire width of the cylinder could be transferred to the doffers. 

Today, condensing is mostly done by splitting of the continuous web, 
delivered by a tape doffer completely covered with fillet clothing, by means of 
endless tapes. The ribbons of fibre are then rolled into slubbings by rubbing 
them between reciprocating endless aprons and the slubbings are wound onto 
cylindrical tubes utilising a system of surface winding. This practical tape 
condenser was patented by Celestin Martin of Verviers, Belgium in 1869. The 
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number of tapes (or series tapes) Martin used was replaced by one endless tape 
by Jean Sebastian Bolene of Pipinster, Belgium, described in a patent 
registered in 1879. 

Condensing of the web strips into slubbiig was initially accomplished by 
means of rotating tubes. Rotating rubbig rollers with a reciprocating motion 
and covered with leather were first introduced in the USA in 1830. Two types 
were used; namely either three 64 mm diameter rollers reciprocating and 
rotating against a 178 mrn diameter rotating roller or seven reciprocating and 
rotating top rollers each set to two of eight rotating bottom rollers of the same 
diameter. In the latter arrangement, the slubbings could he attenuated as they 
passed between the rollers if the speeds were increased progressively, e.g. the 
mass per unit length of the dubbing could be reduced by about 25% of that of 
the web delivered by the card. 

Rubbing leather aprons were introduced into Europe in 1940. These 
aprons consisted of two leather belts, the same width as the machine, with 
both rotating and reciprocating lateral motions. They were kept tight and 
parallel by two parallel driving rollers revolving inside the aprons. 

4.1.3 Burr removal 
Until 1880, burrs were removed mechanically by adding two small rollers, 

from which strips of iron plate projected, to the card. These rollers were 
placed upon the fust opening or dividing rollers of the card. The edges of the 
strips were set very close to the surface of the card teeth and the rollers 
revolved at high speed in order to hit the vegetable matter from the wool. In 
1880 Mm Harmel patented the fust crushing rollers. The web from the doffer 
was passed between two rollers, the one being smooth and the other fluted. 
These rollers were uniform in diameter over their length and were brought 
close together to crush the burrs without damaging the wool. 

Crushiig rollers used on modern machines today were patented by the 
Spaniard, Antonio Peralta Albero in 1935. These rollers are normally placed 
after the scribbler doffer. The web passes between the perfectly cylindrical, 
smooth rollers while pressure is applied to the top roller. Vegetable matter 
present in the web is crushed by the rollers and drops out at the Peralta rollers, 
at the next feed rollers or at the next cylinder. 

4.1.4 The Homer . - 
Before any feeding mechanism was developed, the card was fed by lashing 

tufts of fibre onto the fast movine cvlinder of the machine. This o~eration was 
dangerous and in 1772, John ~ e & o f  ~anchester introduced a feei sheet made 
of cotton cloth stitched into an endless apron with a width equal to the carding 
machine width, kept taut by two rollers which was driven and fed wool to the 
card. The endless aprons were marked across their widths to give equal areas 
and equal portions of wool, measured by means of a scoop, and were spread 
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uniformlv over these areas by hand. 
To obtain more accurate feed of fibres to the card two feed rollers were 

placed between the cylinder and feed apron. These rollers were later covered 
with card clothing and Lindsay and Proctor suggested in 1872 the use of rollers 
with intersecting teeth. This latter development resulted in better control over 
wool locks and allowed the wool to be fed forward more uniformly to the 
cylinder. 

Next a licker-in roller was placed between the card cylinder and feeding 
rollers. This was done to remove vegetable matter and also to speed up the 
delivery of fibres between the feed rollers and the cylinder because excessive 
fibre breakage occurred when the slowly fed fibres were hit by the fast moving 
cylinder. The licker-in, covered with strong clothing, could open the wool tufts 
better and thus reduced the risk of damage to the cylinder card clothing. 

A weighing hopper was patented in 1869 by Evan and King from 
Glasgow. In 1873 Tathams filed a patent for improving the hopper of Evans 
and King and started manufacturing them in 1884. The most successful hopper 
at the time was, however, the one patented by William Clovent BramweU in 
1876. In this type use was made of a moving lattice and a bin to feed the fibre 
into the weigh pan. The feed lattice stopped when the pan received the set mass 
of fibres and the mass of fibres was then deposited automatically onto a feed 
sheet which moved forward continuously to feed the card. The weigh pan was 
then reset automatically and the cycle re-started. 

4.1.5 Intermediate Feeds 
Initially scribbling and carding were carried out in two separate 

operations and no automatic transfer of sliver between the two parts of the 
card existed. In fact scribblers and carders were listed separately in mill 
inventories. The endless sliver was placed in cans and then withdrawn 
manually for laying on the carder feed sheet. In adother system the sliver 
trailed on the floor from where it was lifted on to the carder feed sheet where it 
was wrapped around pegs at each side of the feed sheet. As the pegs 
approached the feed rollers they were removed and put into holes a greater 
distance away from the feed rollers. 

In about 1850 Chiisold fitted a traversing pair of rollers above the feed 
sheet. This made it easier for the sliver to be conveyed from the scribbler to the 
shuttle by means of an overhead lattice. Layering on the feed sheet can be 
either parallel or in a diagonal position. This latter way of layering was used in 
the well-known Apperley feed. 

In 1842 a patent was granted to Henry Brown and Thomas Walker of 
Selkirk in Scotland which described a system by means of which an endless 
sliver formed by one part of a carder could be placed in a container or for 
plating in a zig-zag manner. In 1844 Henry Brown patented a system for 
forming, conveying and layering the sliver to make a unit capable of giving, 
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with the aid of a traversing shuttle. a continuous and automatic intermediate 
feed between two carding machines. This is most probably the origin of the 
Scotch feed still being used today. 

In the hall and bank feed system, the sliver from the scribbler part is 
rolled into balls. These are then placed on a creel or bank holding from 30 to 
60 balls and the slivers, one from each hall, are fed to the next carding part. 

4.1.6 Card Clothing 
The rollers of a carding machine are covered with card clothing having 

either a base of leather or layers of fabric through which wire or steel teeth 
protrude at a predetermined angle. Many cards are still today clothed with 
strips of leather card clothing across the width of the roller. This type of 
clothing is mostly fitted to cards with wooden rollers, although it is also fitted 
to cards with metal rollers, provided the latter have been drilled and plugged 
correspondingly. The majority of cards are, however, clothed with endless 
fillet wrapped in a helical fashion around the roller to provide a roller 
completely covered with working teeth. 

Whatever foundation is used, this must be pricked and wire staples 
inserted through the hole. Up to about the middle of the eighteenth century 
staples were inserted into the clothing by hand. A patent for pricking holes in 
card clothing was given to William Pemington in 1756 and John Kay invented 
two machines, one for pricking the leather and the second for cutting and 
bending the wire. The latter machines were improved by William Kay in 1774. 
Many patents were registered hut the fully automatic machine which pricks the 
foundation, cuts the wire, forms and bends the wire and finally puts it through 
the foundation orieinated from a Datent eranted to Clement Sham and Amos 
&$more of ~amir idge,  ~assachusetts>n 1799. 

Several patmts were filed for foundation materials including one by 
William Horsiall in 1840. Linen and cotton foundations were introduced in 
1871. 

Rigid wire was also introduced at around this time and Francis Alton 
Calvert was granted a patent for the improvement of such wire in 1849. 
Calvert later entered into partnership with Gamett who invented the Garnett 
machine - a well known machine used for the opening of hard waste. 

In conclusion it can be said that by about 1876, when the hopper was 
evolved, the card had all the basic essentials of a modern card. (See Fig. 6). 

4.2 Modem refinements 
Although the process of carding remained the same through time, certain 

refinements have been made to improve quality, to increase production and to 
increase efficiency. These improvements were made to all the basic parts of the 
woollen card and only the most important ones will be discussed below. 
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4.2.1 The card 
In order to increase production and general efficiency, carding speed has 

been increased by the use of more suitable materials, improved bearings and 
higher precision in engineerinp. Cards being 3.5 m wide have become a 
reality*'. 

The woollen card takes up a lot of floor space, doffers use only a small 
area for carding action and shpIy serve the of conveying the fibre 
web and as a whole. the machine is not sufficientlv versatile. It was with these ~~ ~~ ~ --- ~ - - ~  --..- ~- 

facts in mind that ihe 'Cmsrol' carding machin; Gas patented and further 
developed by Vargaa. This latter Roller Train Card was a complete departure 
from conventional cards. The scribbler consisted of five swifts of which the 
largest was 50 cm in diameter, one doffer of the same size and one fancy. This 
machine was only 3,6 m long compared with 7.6 m of a conventional scribbler 
with breast and two swiftsY. 

The operation of the Roller Train Card is shown in Fig. 7. 
In principle each swift strips the preceding one and their surface speeds 

must increase from the feed to the delivery side. Carding during the initial 
stages is therefore gentle which keeps fibre breakage to a minimum, and the 
intensity increases as the tufts become more open. The scribbler has a 
maximum of eight workers and all except one is arranged between adjacent 
swifts. Four workers are used to work with one swift and is being stripped by 
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Explanation of * ism - Route of fibre movement - 
Workinr arcs of c When mclrinl (carried) 8 = =-pentint rollers reward 

JYS = 
Stripping rrcr of -C- When returned lor 
r w p e n t i n s  rollen renrdinr 

= Where wire t iver up R = Return worker (rerurniny 
fibres fibres ro precedmg rwifr) 

// = Where wire receiver F = Forwarding worker 
fibres (carrying 6bres ro 
dro i n d i a r i n ~  direction lollowinz w i l t )  
of wire-ends L l . L 3 .  4. 5 Srifcr, each 

srnppmg precedmg rwilr 

The numbers on the workcn indicare the rwifr wirh which 
the rcrpecrir~ worker ir in working co+peracion 

the following swift and three workers arranged to work with a foliowing swift 
and return material to the preceding swift. One worker is placed over the last 
swift and fitted with a stripper. 

In conventional carding most of the carding action takes place between 
the first worker and swift for a particular part of the machiie. In the case of 
the Roller Trains scribbler there are five swifts and five corresponding first 
workers, including the three which returns material to the preceding swift for 
further opening. This gives considerable carding power as well as good mixing 
and levelling of the material. 

The carder part is similar to the scribbler section except that the fifth swift 
and doffer are both 100 cm in diameter with three pairs of workers and 
strippers over the last swift. Thelarger swift and doffer are used because it was 
found, due to the small arc of contact between the two 50 cm diameter rollers, 
that the fibres in the web passed on to the condenser were not as straight as is 
the case with a normal carding arrangement. In the latter case, with a large 
swift and doffer, the fibres held by the doffer are retained for a longer period 
of time and therefore much better combed by the swift. It was also found that 
the levelliig action of the conventional worker/stripper arrangement over the 
last swift was beneficial. 
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Diagrams of the Roller Trains, Scribbler and Carder are given in Figs. 8 
and 9, respectively. 

Fig. 9 - Rdler Tnim sysIem nrder'" 

The swifts were coupled to one drive unit and th_e workers to a separate 
drive while both driving units were variable in speed. By keeping the speed of 
the feed rollers and doffers constant the production was not varied but by 
changing the surface speeds of the swifts and workers the carding power could 
be changed. The latter could also be changed by changing the settings between 
the rollers. Changing the speeds of the actual carding rollers relative to each 
other gave the card more versatility than had been known before. Carding 
action could be adjusted to what was required for a particular blend or fibre 
and mixing and levelling of blend components were found to be better than 
with a conventional card". 

4.2.2 The Condenser 
DeveIopments of the condenser comprised fitting a traversing creel to 

wind the slubbing onto the bobbins. This addition allowed for the slubbing to 
be wound onto the bobbin tubes without tension and longer lengths could be 
produced. 
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The most significant development was the development of the triple rub 
condenser by means of which the production capacity of the card is increased 
by drafting the slubbing between the tape rollers and the last rubbing section. 
This meant that the web from the tape doffer could be made heavier and the 
slubbing delivery speed increased49. 

Drafting of the slubbing is achieved by variable speed drives fitted to the 
second and third rubbing sections. A total draft of 57% is claimed by the 
manufacturers, Houget Duesberg Bosson, but in practice a draft of 20% to 
28% is considered to be practical. 

4.2.3 Burr Removalm 
It was found that when pressure was applied to the cylindrical rollers of 

the early Peralta web purifiers, the rollers tended to sag and lose contact in the 
centre. Rollers were therefore slightly cambered by grinding them in a convex 
manner. Several other modifications were made, i.e. a card clothed doffing 
roller to remove the web from the rollers and a doffing comb to clear the 
roller. Better control of pressure was achieved by fitting a hydraulically 
actuated flexible spring system. The felt cleaning blades were replaced by 
laminated plastic blades requiring less pressure. 

The major disadvantage of cambered rollers was that a specific pressure 
was required. Too low a pressure would result in ineffective crushing on the 
open sides of the rollers while too high a pressure would result in the rollers 
being sprung apart in the middle. This problem was overcome by using 
perfectly cylindrical rollers but off-setting the top roller slightly in relation to 
the bottom roller. Correct pressure setting is obtained when waste builds up 
evenly over the width of the top scraper blade. 

4.2.4 The hopper 
An efficient and reliable hopper fitted to a woollen card is essential for the 

production of yarns with minimum variation in linear density along the length 
of the slubbing produced. A number of improvements have been made to 
ensure proper operation of hoppers which include enclosed bearings, pans 
mounted on hardened steel knife edges and improved drives. 

Despite all the mechanical and engineering improvements, the human 
error in fiiing the hopper remains a problem. It is a well known fact that when 
a hopper is tightly packed, more material is pressed on the pins of the lattice 
than when the load in the hopper is low. Therefore, a brushful of material fed 
into the scale pan can vary with a corresponding variation in the linear density 
of the slubbing produced". It is therefore essential that the level of material in 
the hopper remains constant. 

This problem has been solved by the double hopper. The latter consists of 
two similar hoppers but only the second one is fitted with a weighing pan. The 
first hopper is controlled by the second hopper so that the second hopper feeds 
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the scale pan from a constant level, supplied by the first. More even weighing 
is obtained and the material is opened further by the extra lattice and its 
levelling combs. 

Increasing card production, carding speed and carding width in recent 
times demanded a very fast cycle of  movement from the conventional weiehin~ 
pan hopper. This led to the development of chute feeding of cards G d  & 
increase in the use of electronically operated weighing mechanisms. 

One of the f i s t  electronically operated feeding systems is the Servolap 
(Fig. 10) manufactured by Houget Duesberg Bossod2. This consists of a 
source emitting gamma rays which penetrates the material and are sensed on 
the other side by a scintillation counter. This signal is transformed into an 
electrid impuIse which is inversely proportional to the density of the 
material. A signal is also received from a tacho-alternator fitted to the swift. 
These three signals are compared with pre-set memories in an electronic unit. 
A deviation in the signal from either the scintillation counter or the signal from 
the swift results in an appropriate change in speed of the feed rollers. 

1.-'Servolap' control unit 
2. Tachometer 
3. Speed controller 
4. Gamma-ray source ! I 

In the system supplied by Octiu (Fig. 11) a precision balance is employed 
t o  continuously weigh the area feed conveyed by the lattice apron4'. The 
measured signal together with the preset signal is compared with signals from 
the feed and delivery speeds by a computer and any deviation from the desired 
feed rate is compensated for by changing the speed of the feed apron. 
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1. Weighing system 
2. Feed Apron 
3. Spiked lattice of hopper feeder 

The chute feed system developed by Davis & Furber (Fig 12) is also based 
on a continuous monitoring of the area mass of the feed4'. Height of the 
material in the chute is controlled photo4ectricaUy and uniform condensation 
of the material is obtained by the constant vibration of the chutes. 
Compression rollers, fitted below the chute, feeds the material to the weighing 
table to the feed rollers. Any deviation in mass is electronically sensed and the 
speeds of the compression and feed rollers are automatically controlled 
according to the mass change. 

1. Photocell 
2. Vibrating chute 
3. Compression rolls 
4. Feed roils 
5. Weighing table 
6. Weight compensation 
7. Flexing beam with electronic sensor for 

regu~aiing the compression and feed , 
roll speeds. 

Fig. U - Aolomrfie feed levelliog system (Ihvis & ~orber)'' 
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The Haigh-Chadwick system also uses a chute feeding system47. A carbon- 
fibre reinforced weighing plate arranged between the feed apron and the feed 
rollers sustains the mass, (see Fig. 13) which is transmitted by a load cell to a 
control unit for display. The speed of the feed lattice is varied by a 
servomotor. 

i Display panel 

7* -9 

Fig. 13 - Miemfwd notamntie feed levelling syntem4' (HaigbCbadxick) 

4.2.5 Sliver density control 
Variation in linear density along the length of dubbing produced by the 

woollen card cannot be levelled out in spinning because low drafts are used 
and no levelling process such as drawing, as in the case in worsted processing, 
is employed. WIRA therefore developed their Autocognt" system to level out 
the variations along the length of the web between the tape doffer and 
condenser (Fig. 14). 

The WIRA Autocount is based on a closed-loop control system. 
Variations in web mass along its length are detected photo-electronically by the 
measuring head (M) and the signal from this, which is an analogue of the web 
thickness, is recorded by the recorder (R) and passed on to the controller 
amplifier (C), This signal is compared with tbe speed ratio between the swift 
and doffer and the necessary correction in the doffer speed is determined. The 
correction signal is fed to the Kopp-variator which varies the speed of the 
doffer accordingly. The change in doffer speed causes a change in the web 
mass which again is detected by the measuring head. 

4.2.6 Intermediated Feeds 
Woolen carding machines normalIy consist of two or three parts, i.e. a 
scribbler and carder parts or a scribbler, an intermediate and carder parts. The 
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R = Penrecorder M = Measuring amplifier 
C = Controlling amplifier S = Se~0-motor amplifier 

Fi. 14 - Tbc WIRA ~ e t a o a n p  

reasons for having two or three parts are to redistriiute the material passing 
through each part evenly across the full width of the machine, to give an even 
feed t o  the next part and to increase mixing of the fibres5'. To achieve the 
latter, the parts are c o ~ e c t e d  by intermediate feeds. 

The Scotch feed, initially developed by Henry Brown in 1844, condenses 
the sliver from the doffer of the scribbler or intermediate to a width between 
20 cm and 40 cm either by a side or centre draw. The sliver thus formed is 
transported on a lattice feed to the next part where it is laid across the width of 
the feed sheet by means of a traversing carriage. This type of feed is suitable 
for a very wide range of materials and types of machines but suffers from 
certain disadvantages, i.e. the sliver is not supported between the drawing off 
rollers and the overhead lattice. The sliver is also unsupported between the 
overhead delivery point above the carder feed sheet and the camage and it 
does not have the fibre mixing capabilities of the more recently developed 
broad hand straight or cross fibre feeds. Refinements to this type of 
intermediate feed has been limited to the incorporation of modem engineering 
techniques. 
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The broad bandstraightfibre feed folds the web delivered by the doffer, 
about 30 times and about 40 an wide onto a diagonally placed sheet moving to 
the side of the macbinS5. The folded sliver is conveyed between pairs of 
lattices vertically, overhead and downward to the feed sheet of the next carder 
part. The broad band cross fibre feed transports the web, delivered by the 
doffer, by means of a sheet to the side of the machine. The condensed sliver is 
then transported between pairs of lattices, in a similar fashion to the broad 
band straight fibre feed, to the next carder part. 

In the ball and bank feeder" the material from the scribbler is made into a 
round sliver by means of a side drawing roper and passed into a balling 
machine which produces balls of equal lenghts of sliver. These balls, usually 
about 60 in number are placed in a bank or creel in front of the intermediate 
part feed rollers and fed through a heck plate to the rolls. This type of feed can 
not be used on high production carding sets, but fmds its major application in 
the production of fine high quality lambswool yams. It produces a more even 
yarn and has advantages for shade mixing. Modernisation to this type of 
intermediate feed has also been limited to the incorporation of improved 
engineering principles. 

4.2.7 Card wire 
Three types of card wire are available to the carder: leather sheets, fillet 

and Garnett or metallic wire. 
The use of leather sheet clothing for covering woollen cards has decreased 

and is only used to a limited extent on the scribbler part of cards. This latter 
type of clothing has been largely superseded by fillet type clothing. 

The foundation for fillet wire consists of a number of layers of woven 
fabric made from cotton or linen. The foundation must be strong enough to 
hold the wire staples firmly - it must not stretch and it must be resilient to 
share the strains in carding with the wire teethf6. ShouId the foundation not 
hold the teeth firmly, they become loose and if the foundation is too hard the 
teeth will break at the surface of the foundation. 

The plies of the foundation were, until recently, bonded together with 
Para rubber and a layer of vulcanised rubber was placed on top of the cloth to 
prevent the foundation from being softened and the plies eventually separated 
by the lubricating oils. With the increase in popularity of mineral oils as 
lubricating agents, it has become essential to vulcanise the plies together. 

In the 1930's a fillet, consisting of the cloth base with a cushion on top of 
the cloth which consisted of a thick layer of rubber and fibre or flock was 
developed and formed the basis of modern card clothing. Recently a cushion 
foundation consisting of granulated cork and rubber has been developed. The 
latter layer is cemented onto the foundation and reaches to just below the bend 
of the wire. A non-slip layer is applied to the underside of the foundation 
which prevents the teeth from working under the foundation. This Eccoprene 
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type of foundation can be used for carding of a large variety of materials%. 
Modem techniques are employed in hardening and tempering the wires 

used. Tempering is carefully controlled so that the wire will not break or bend 
by the forces imposed on it by the carding process. The points of the teeth are 
sometimes glass hardened in order to maintain a keen working point for longer 
periods. The wire must also be perfectly smooth so as not to allow fibres to 
hook onto rough spots. 

The shape of the teeth of the wire can be prepared, by special methods of 
grinding, to perform different requirements through the carding machine, 
e.g.": 

double convex wire which is used during the early stages of carding 
because it gives the necessary strength to the teeth in the working 
direction while the pinning density is relatively low; 
ovoid wire also gives strength in the working direction and is used in 
leather foundation for feed rollers and Iicker-ins; 
diamond point wire, where the point is formed by special methods of 
cutting the wire to a point, is also used on breast parts of the card and 
cadmium plated wire is used in the heavy woollen trade where rust is a 
problem. 

Fig. IS -Cud wire twrbY 

The "keenness" of a card, i.e. its power to seize and hold a tuft is affected 
by the angles of back-prick and bend of the wire staples in the fillet5 (Fig. 15). 
These angles are varied to change the carding power of the various rollers on 
the card. It also facilitates the transfer of fibre from one roller to the next and 
gives strength to the teeth. If the staples were inserted into the backing in the 
forward angle required all the load will be placed on the foundation and the 
teeth would break or bend and the foundation will be ruined. The wire would 
also be forced backwards and would come into contact with the wire of the 
roller with which it works. By bending the wire the strain is distributed 
between the wire and the foundation. 
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The keenness of carding wire may be less during the initial stages ot 
carding as compared to the later stages. A doffer may he slightly keener than 
the swift. With different foundations the height of the knee, the angle of back- 
prick and bend may vary. The angle of back-prick normally varjes between 62 
and 75" and the angle of the bend between 62 and 7OoS6. 

In modem card ffflet the staples are set in one of three different patterns 
(see Fig. 16). i.e. plain, rib or twill. 

Plain setting is used mainly for sheet cards. Rib setting is used for fillet 
clothing. The latter setting gives an even distribution of teeth up to the edge of 
the fdlet. Twill setting is mainly used for fancies. 

Metallic or Garnett wire is extensively used in the cotton trade. In the 
woollen trade it is fined onto cards for the production of yarns from synthetic 
fibres but is is not suitable for greasy or heavily oiled wool. When processing 
synthetic fibres fenling is not required but with greasy wool blends the metallic 
wire is greased up and fettling becomes more difficult than with fillet wire. 
Metallic wire is mainfy used on the breast part of the woollen card to break up 
large fibre lumps. 

------ 
o w - - -  -. 0) 
.----A- 

A = Plain setting B = Rib setting C = Twin setting 

~ i .  16 - mu wirr ~ u h g P  

4.2.8 va~uwnf~tiling 
The development of vacuum fettling around 1950 proved to be one of the 

modem developments which were to be accepted by woollen yam producers. It 
offered a number of advantages such as reduced labour costs, longer card 
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clothing life and automatic removal of wast&' when compared with manual 
fettling. 

Card wire f i i  up with fibres, dirt and grease during carding and fibre 
control is lost which results in the production of poor quality webs and 
slubbings. If fibres of a different shade or different physical properties to the 
previous lot are carded, contamination is inevitable. It is therefore essential 
that a card be fettled between batches varying widely in fibre physical 
properties or colour and when the wire gets clogged with fibre and dirt. 

It must be noted that after fettling, slubbiigs are lighter than normal until 
such time as the wire is built up with fibre up to the bend. It is also preferable 
to fettle the card in sections rather than the entire card in one operation, e.g. 
fettle the scribbler during one fettling cycle and the carder during another or 
fettle the strippers and workers separate from the swifts and doffers. 

Under normal circumstances a card is fettled by a fettling team of four 
men, working in pairs, digging the fettlings from between the card wires with a 
steel comb or with fettling boards. This is a dirty, hard job and, if not 
performed in the right way, irrepairable damage may be the result. The 
working life of card clothing is shortened drastically if fettling is carried out 
too frequently. 

In vacuum fettling the fibres and dirt are sucked out from inbetween the 
teeth of the wire by specially designed nozzles, mounted at an optimum 
distance from the wire surface, by vacuum produced by a water cooled rotary 
pump. For the swifts and doffers the nozzles are fured at the correct distance 
from the wire and is traversed automatically across the roller by a suitably 
driven roller while the card is running. In the case of the workers, strippers and 
other smaller rollers, the rollers are rotated by a portable electric or pneumatic 
motor while a hand-held n o d e  is moved across the roller. AU the waste and 
fettlings are collected in a container from which it can be easily removed. 

Advantages of vacuum fettling arS7 as follows: 
1. It is not necessary to remove workers and strippers and settings therefore 

remain unchanged, 
2. waste is collected in a container from which it can be removed; 
3. cleaning time, in general, is shorter; whereby downtime is minimised; 
4. labour savings of up to 50%; 
5. efficiency of cleaning is higher, and 
6. card wire life is extended by 30% to 50%. 

4.3 Arrangement of woollen cards 
The main objects of carding are to separate the fibre tufts into individual 

straightened fibres and to mix all the components of the blend intimately in 
order to produce a continuous, uniform slubbig with respect to density, 
quality, colour and linear densityJs. In addition, fibre breakage must be kept to 
a minimum and as much foreign matter as possible must be removed. 
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Fig. 17 - Arrangement at roUcrs in 1 Eiogle swift psrtSd 

A carding part consists of a number of rollers, i.e. swift, a doffer, a 
fancy, from three to six pairs of workers and strippers and ancilliary rollers 
such as angle and fly strippers and Dick rollers (See Fig. 17). 

A woollen card consists of several of these individual card parts arranged 
and put together to form the complete machine. The most popular 
arrangements are the Yorkshire, Confinental and Semi-Continental types. 

4.3.1 The Yorkshire set consists of two basic parts, a scribbler or breaker card 
an&a carder o-nisher. The scribbler may G i s t  of three, four or even five 
swift parts, the fust being known as the breast. The carder or fmisher has two 
parts. Each swift part normally has four pairs of workers and strippers to a 
swift. The two parts are normally connected by either a centre or side draw and 
a Scotch feed. The rollers are normaIly made from wood and covered by strip 
clothing. All the drives to the workers, strippers and fancies are inside the 
frames and the machines are not covered nor do they have any grids 
underneath. Speeds are therefore low and it was claimed that the carding 
action was more gentle than is the case with Continental and Semi-Continental 
sets (See Fig. 18). 

4.3.2 The eontinmtd set is composed of three swifts with a small breast, the 
latter clothed with metallic wire. The fust swift is the scribbler; the second, the 
intermediate and the third swift is the carder. The two intermediate feeds may 
both be of the continuous straight fibre feed, or a centre draw Scotch feed 
between the breaker and intermediate may be used6' (See Fig. 19). 

4.3.3 Smri-continmtd sefJ are made up of a small metal clothed breast, a 
scribbler and carder interconnected by a centre draw Scotch feed or a parallel 
fibre feed. Both the scribbler and carder parts consist of two swift parts each 
(See Fig. 20). 
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4.3.4 Scotch sets consist of a two-part scribbler with a breast, ball-and-bank 
feed, single intermediate, Scotch feed, two part carder and condenser. These 
sets are used in the Scottish trade for the production of very fine and novelty 
hosiery yarns. 

SCRIBBLER 
C I L I I D E I  "aPPEn FEED 

I 1 i 
DOT6TS.5 D O T C C I  T l X E F l N  FEED-LND 

Fig. 18 - Yorkshire sel consisting of hopper, three part scribbler, Scotch fed ,  fwo part nrder 
a d  series tape condenser 

Fig. 19 - Cootiaestnl sel consktiog of hopper, b-t m d  me pPrt scribbler, bnndbmd ems- 
fibre f e d ,  single par( inlermedisle, penlts rollers, broadband srrnight fibre fed,  single part 
carder sod seCi05 tape coadeaser 
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Fig. 20 - ScrniCoatineatpl set coosisling of hopper, breast and two part scribbler, pernlta rollers, 
h t c h  feed, two pM esrder sad single tspe condenser. 

All rollers are normally made of metal and the drives are carried outside 
the frame%. Doffers, swifts and fancies are supported in roller bearings while 
the strippers, workers and ancilliary rollers run in sleeve bearings. The 
production rate on this type of card is high and high speeds are attained 
together with a more versatile machine with regard to speed variations. 

Each of the three types of machine is fitted with a feed sheet, feed rollers 
and a lick&-in before the scribbler (see Fig. Zla), while on the carder a tummer 
and tummer worker are placed between the Iicker-in and the swift (see Fig. 
Zlb). The latter arrangement is incorporated to removE the impurities crushed 
by the crush rollers and to give a more even feed to the first swift of the 
carder3. 

Fig. 218 - Feed sheet, f e d  mlkm and Fig. Zlb - Showing turnmer worker 
takeria*. between Iskcrin sad swift". 
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Carding sets are also fitted with aluminium side plates to prevent fibre 
blow-out at the sides of the machine as well as a fly or dick roller between the 
fancy and the doffer. 

4.4 Carding Actions 
Irrespective of the arrangement of a woollen carding set, to separate, 

open, clean, mix and condense the dispersed mass of fibres, the basic actions 
of working, stripping and brushings9 must be performed by the interaction 
between the teeth of two rollers designed to cany out the particular action. 

The working action as performed between the teeth of the swift and the 
workers is illustrated in Fig. 22. 

Fig. U - Workkg ~ctioo between n fa1  moving swift and n slow movirtg worker (Point lo Point). 

During working the fibres are opened out and combed by the card wire 
working in a point to point action. 

A stripping action is performed between the wire teeth of the workers and 
strippers in a point to back action. This is illustrated in Fig. 23: 

Brushing or raising of the fibres to the tips of the wire teeth of a slower 
moving roller, the swift, is performed by a faster moving roller, the fancy, by 
an arrangement of wires operating with a back to back action. (See Fig. 24). 
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Fig. 4 - Shipping action between a d o n  moving worker lad a fast moving stripper. 
(Point to back) 

Fi. 24 - J3msbi.g .etioa bchrem s slow moving M t  .aQ I f-t moving fmcy (Back to back). 
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These are the fust principles of carding and the actual process involved as 
described by Marshall58 are summarised below. 
4.4.1 W o r k h ~  Action 

Fibres are put onto the swift in a more or less lengthwise direction with a 
leading end and a back end. The leading ends of the fibre tufts that protrude 
from the surface of the swift, are arrested by the worker wires. The back ends 
of the tuft, which are still in contact with the bottorll layer in the swift teeth, 
are carried forward by the swift at high speed. The top layer is thus peeled off 
the bottom layer and the back end of the top layer, which has now become a 
leading end, is combed by the swift wires. This sequence of events is illustrated 
in Figs 25a to 25e. 

LAYER 

( d )  
TOP LAYER LAYER 

0 = back end of hbre tuft 
LE = Leading end of fibre 

tuft 

eo:to> 
LAYER 
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As this combing takes place, all the fibres which are not embedded in and 
held f i y  by the worker, or are lying crosswise, are combed out and pulled 
back onto the swift. Thus locks, tufts or bunches of fibres are desintegrated 
into smaller units and by repeated worker swift interaction, reduced to 
individual fibres. This process of opening up the tufts effects cleaning and 
mixing of the fibres. 
4.4.2 Stripping action 

Stripping is a point to back action but this takes place in two dissimilar 
methods. The first is the stripping of the worker by the stripper where the 
surfaces of the two rollers move in opposite directions at the arc of 
cooperation. The second is the action of the swift in removing the fihres from 
the stripper where both surfaces move in the same direction, but the swift has a 
much higher surface speed. 

The inclination of the wires at the cooperation area between the worker 
and the stripper is such that the direction of pull exerted by the stripper wires 
on the fibres is approximately the same as that towards which the wires point 
at a and b as illustrated in Fig. 26. The fibres, therefore, will slip Off the 
worker wires at a point up to that at which the angle, enclosed by the wires of 
the worker and the web, is slightly less than 90". The fihres on the worker still 
have the original back end of the fibres in the leading position. These fibre 
ends were combed by the swift wires and they will be drawn into the teeth of 
the stripper wires and the original leading end of the fibres protrude from the 
surface of the stripper. These original front ends will then be camed forward 
by the faster moving swift teeth while the original back ends are held by the . 
stripper. 

Fi. 26 - Stripping of tbe worker by Ibc ~ t r i p d .  

Before leaving the stripper, however, the fibre ends are carried some 
distance upwards with the stripper, and therefore these released ends will tend 
to stand up on the swift. It should be noted that the portion of the lock or tuft 
of fihres originally retained by the swift at the arc of cooperation with the first 
worker was drawn into the swift wires, the succeeding workers are much more 
likely to split or divide further the fihres released by the stripper. The fibres 
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retained by the swift originally will only receive further carding until they have 
been raised by the action of the fancy and then come into contact with the 
teeth of the doffer. 

4.4.3 Fancy Action 
The fancy, fitted with long flexible wire teeth, which has a higher surface 

speed than that of the swift and its teeth set to intersect with those of the swift, 
lifts the back ends of the fibres which lay in a straightened position in the swift 
wires (see Fig. 27). The front ends of the fibres are retained by the swift wires. 

FIBRE 
~ R F A  
C I ~ ~ N D E R  - FIBRE 4 

Fig. 27 - Ibc fmry liftiog tbe fib= from the swift surfaces. 

4.4.4 Doffer Action 
The doffer rotates in the same diredon as that of the worker and its teeth 

point in the same direction as well, Its action would be the same as that of the 
worker, if the fibres were presented to it in the same manner but it is the back 
ends of the fibres, lifted by the fancy, that are caught and held by the wires of 
the doffer. The faster moving swift combs the fibres which are held by the 
doffer and any which are not held firmly by the doffer are combed back onto 
the swift (See Fig. 28). 

FIBRE 

tie. 23 - T m f e r  of f ibm from fbc swift lo tbe doff#. 
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4.5 Collecting power of a worker 
The doffer collects about 20% of the fibres presented to it by the swift5= 

while new fibres are fed to the swift as it revolves. The workers divide the 
material which pass at their arc of cooperation with the swift and as the 
stripper returns the worker's share to the swift, after some time has elapsed, 
this provides a continuous series of doublings, doubling some of that which 
has gone before with fibres amving later. This results in mixing and levelling 
of the fibres. The effectiveness of this levelling action depends on how the 
material is shared between the worker and the swift. The fraction of the 
material retained by the worker has been called the "Collecting Power" or 
"Lifting Power" of the worker. Collecting Power, p, is also defined as the 
probability of a fibre approaching a worker being picked up by the workeP. 

The collecting power of a worker is an indication of the levelling and 
mixing of fibres on the card and it is also indicative of the carding ability of a 
worker. To quantify and understand how the mixing and carding ability of a 
worker is influenced by changes in speed, setting and condition of the card 
wire, it is necessary to know how collecting power is determined and how the 
latter can be applied to practical carding. The carding power of a worker and 
its practical significance to the carder have been described by MartindalebO and 
his work is summarised in rhe following paragraphs. 

The collecting power of a worker can be easily determined if the diagram 
in Fig 29 is considered. 

n 

Carding f 
point 

Fi. 29 - lllustnlii~: of fibre laft division betreea swift and worker. 

In Fig. 29suppose:- 
x is the uniform rate of feed past A in g/rnin. 
m is the mass of wool on the worker in g. 
n is the speed of the worker in revhnin 
f is the fraction of the worker surface covered with wool. 
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Then:- 
1) The swift carries x glmin to B. 

M 2) The worker returns - g/rev = g/min to the swift. f f 
3) These two amounts unite at B, so the total amount carried to C is:- 

nrn x + g/min. 
J 

4) But the worker returns:- 
? g/min to the swift (2) above 
J 

5) Therefore the fraction of wool collected by the worker at C is:- 
nrn - 

Thus the Collecting Power, p, is given by the formula:. 

MartindaleM canied out a series of experiments in which the Collecting 
Power of the workers on a carding machine was determined, while several 
factors, such as worker speed, setting and condition of the wire, were varied. 
The most important fmdings were the following: 
1. Improving the keenness of the wire of a worker by grinding gave an 

increased value of p suggesting better opening of the material. 
2. Close settings resulted in a slight increase in the value of p resulting in 

increased carding power. 
3. The value o f p  decreased from input to output side, showing that the work 

done by the workers on a card decreases as the material moved around the 
bend. 

4. Values of p decreased less on the intermediate than on the scribbler as the 
material passed from the 1st to the 4th worker. The decrease in the value 
of p was even smaller on the carder than on the intermediate. It was 
suggested that the progressive decrease was connected to the material 
being more open when transferred from the one part to the next. 

5. The value of p was found to be higher for the first worker on a succeeding 
part than the last worker of the preceding part, i.e. the first worker on the 
intermediate had a greater collecting power than the foutth worker on the 
scribbler. It was suggested that as the fibres were carried forward by the 
swift a certain amount got pushed into the teeth of the swift by pressure 
either from the stripper or the worker. This was confirmed by the decrease 
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in collecting power of the workers as the wool progressed through a 
particular carding part. It was therefore essential that the wool be lifted to 
the top of the swift wires so that the workers can card it again. This is 
achieved by the fancy and doffer and then feeding to the next swift. It was 
concluded that the transfer of wool from one part to another by a fancy- 
doffer arrangement was beneficial to actual opening action, and as a 
consequence of this, that three swifts with four workers each would give 
better carding than two swifts with six workers each. 

6. In carding the same wool without oil and with an addition of 10% oil no 
significant effect on colleaing power was found. 

7. Increasing the speed of the workers produced an appreciable increase in 
the collecting power of the workers. This suggested that high worker 
speeds was conducive to better carding action. It was, however, found that 
yam strength was low when the workers of the carder part were run at high 
speeds. The yarns thus produced also had a "twitty" appearance as 
compared to yams produced with low worker speed on the carder part. 
Yams made with high speeds on the scribbler and intermediate workers 
gave slightly stronger yarns than that produced with slow worker speeds 
on these parts. The reason why an increase in speed of the worker 
increased collecting power was said to be because in a given short interval 
of time more clean points are presented to the swift and therefore there is 
not the same tendency for the worker teeth to become clogged with wool. 
AU the fudings indicated that the value of p was closely associated with 

the amount of catding done by a worker. The belief was that higher values of 
collecting power would give better carding. This belief was based on the fact 
that the more wool lifted by a worker the more was given a second chance at 
being carded and as some of the wool was picked up a second time, and so on. 
This is best illustrated in Fig. 29. Suppose a tufs of wool, with a mass M 
approaching the point C andp for the worker = 0,5 then the tuft will be split 
up in succhsive passages round the worker (see Fig. 30). If p = 0.7 the tuft 
will be split up at C as shown in Fig 31. 

Flg. 30 - 8ostrrBon of the division of fibre luft behreen the mif l  md a worker, rhenp = 0.5. 

WorkekO.7M 0.49Mq d0.34M H024M4c1/0.17M 
m c  % c C \ 

'u 
Swift 0.3M * 0 . 2 1 ~  '0.15~ '040M ' 0 9 7 ~  

Flg. 31 - lUlab.tion of the division of a fibre toft bemeen lhcnif l  and s worker, whcnp = 0.7 
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This shows that when thecollectingpower,p = 0,5, then 3,270 of the tuft 
goes round the worker 5 times. Whenp = 0.7 then 17% of the tuft remains on 
the worker after 5 passages. This supposes that the second tuft will be carded 
better than the fust. This is also valid for all the workers on a card and it 
suggests that anything done to increase the collecting power of a worker will 
increase the carding ability of the machine. 

4.5.1 Effect of Collecting Power on Mixing on the Gwd 
Apart from opening the material, the workers also mix the material by 

taking some of it from the swift, retaining it for a period of time and then 
laying it down on top of other fibres on the swift as it passes forward. This 
action levels out variations in hopper weighings and mixes different types or 
colours of fibres. High values of p will therefore give better mixing. 

If a red tuft of mass M is considered amongst some white wool and the 
collecting power p = 0.5, then the successive amounts of red passed forward 
on the swift at each division at point C would be:- 

whenp = 0,5:0,5M,0,25M,0,125M,0,063M,0,32M,0,016M 
0,008M, 0,004M. 0,002M Total = 0,998M 

whenp = 0.7: 0,3M,.0,21M, 0,15M, OJM, 0,07M, O,OSM, = ,036M. 
0,025M, 0,018M Total = 0,953M 

This division of the red tuft is illustrated in Fig. 32. 

When p = 0,s  only 0,2% of the red wool is still retained by the worker 
after nine turns (see Fig. 32.). Whenp = 0,7 then, after 9 turns of the worker, 
4% of the red tuft has still to come out and the red wool that emerges is better 
mixed (see Fig. 32b). In Fig. 32c the effect of speeding up the worker is 
illustrated. This shows that if p is increased by increasing the speed of the 
worker mixing suffers because although the worker collects more of the red 
tuft, it is returned quicker to the swift and the red will therefore not be so 
widely dispersed in the web. 

It was concluded that better mixing of fibres on the card is obtained when 
the collecting power of the worker is increased but that mixing suffers whenp 
was increased by increasing worker speed. It was mentioned earlier in the 
discussion that increasing the speed of the workers on the carder part gave a 
very "twitty" yam. 

Avery significant conclusion from this work was the suggestion to run the 
workers on a particular card a t  slightly different speeds. The reason for this is 
that the material reaching the first worker is split into two parts, one part goes 
over the worker and the second is carried forward by the swift to the second 
worker where it wiU be split into two parts again. When the fibres from the 
fust worker are replaced on the swift it will be split in two parts again, one part 
being carried forward by the swift. The part of the fibres being returned by the 
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(a) when p = 0.5 
(b) when p = 0.7 
(c) when p = 0.7 and the worker speed double that of (b) 
aod d = distance delivery-sheet moves whilst the red tuft is making a circuit of the worker. 

Fig. 32 -The distribotina of sue-iyc fnrtioas of a tuft, m w .  M. passing out fmm under one 
worker. 

second worker will now be superimposed exactly onto the part returned by the 
first worker to the swift. Consequently, every time a fraction of the red tuft 
escapes the fust worker, another piece of red from the second worker, from 
which it had previously been separated will be superimposed on it. This 
condition is not conducive to good mixing and this effect can be rectified by 
running the workers on a part at sljghtly different speeds. 

The fmdings of Martindale were confirmed by Townend6', who also 
found that when the pinning density of the fillet wire on the workers was 
increased, the collecting power of the workers increased to a maximum. 
Increasing the wire density beyond this maximum led to a decrease in the 
collecting power of the worker. It was suggested that above a certain 
population density of wire the fibres cannot be pushed into the spaces between 
the teeth. Dircks and Townend" added 5% woollen and 5% worsted yarn 
threads, cut to 37 mm lengths, to 64's and 50's quality wool blends to give 
some additional indication of disentangling power of a card when worker 
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This shows that when the collecting power,p = 0 3 ,  then 3,2% of the tuft 
goes round the worker 5 times. Whenp = 0,7 then 17% of the tuft remains on 
the worker after 5 passages. This supposes that the second tuft will be carded 
better than the fust. This is also valid for all the workers on a card and it 
suggests that anything done to increase the collecting power of a worker will 
increase the carding ability of the machine. 

4.5.1 Effect of Collecting Power on M i g  on the Card 
Apart from opening the material, the workers also mix the material by 

taking some of it from the swift, retaining it for a period of time and then 
laying it down on top of other fibres on the swift as it passes forward. This 
action levels out variations in hopper weighings and mixes different types or 
colours of fibres. High values of p will therefore give better mixing. 

If a red tuft of mass M is considered amongst some white wool and the 
collecting power p = 0 ,5 ,  then the successive amounts of red passed forward 
on the swift at each division at point C would be:- 

whenp = 0 , s :  0 , 5M,0 ,25M,  0 ,125M.  0,063M. 0,32M,0,016M 
0 ,008M,  0,004M, 0,002M Total = 0,998M 

whenp = 0,7:  0,3M,.0,21M, 0 ,15M,O, lM,  0 ,07M,  0,05M, = ,036M, 
0 ,025M.  0,018M Total = 0,953M 

This division of the red tuft is illustrated in Fig. 32. 

When p = 0,s only 0,2% of the red wool is still retained by the worker 
after nine turns (see Fig. 32a). Whenp = 0,7 then, after 9 turns of the worker, 
4% of the red tuft has still to come out and the red wool that emerges is better 
mixed (see Fig. 32b).  In Fig. 32c the effect of speeding up the worker is 
illustrated. This shows that if p is increased by increasing the speed of the 
worker mixing suffers because although the worker collects more of the red 
tuft, it is returned quicker to the swift and the red will therefore not be so 
widely dispersed in the web. 

It was concluded that better mixing of fibres on the card is obtained when 
the collecting power of the worker is increased but that mixing suffers whenp 
was increased by increasing worker speed. It was mentioned earlier in the 
discussion that increasing the speed of the workers on the carder part gave a 
very "twitty" yam. 

Avery significant conclusion from this work was the suggestion to run the 
workers on a particular card at slightly different speeds. The reason for this is 
that the material reaching the fust worker is split into two parts, one part gws 
over the worker and the second is carried forward by the swift to the second 
worker where it will be split into two parts again. When the fibres from the 
first worker are replaced on the swift it will be split in two parts again, one part 
being carried forward by the swift. The part of the fibres being returned by the 
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la) when p = 0.5 
(b) when p = 0.7 
(c) when p = 0.7 and the worker speed double that of (b) 
and d = distance delivewheet moves whilst the red tuft is making a circuit of the worker. 

Fig. 32 -The dbtribution of samssive fractioas o f  a tuft ,  mas,  M. p&ng out from under One 
worker. 

second worker will now be superimposed exactly onto the part returned by the 
first worker to the swift. Consequently, every time a fraction of the red tuft 
escapes the first worker, another piece of red from the second worker, from 
which it had previously been separated will be superimposed on it. This 
condition is not conducive to good mixing and this effect can be rectified by 
running the workers on a part at slightly different speeds. 

The findings of Martindale were confirmed by Townend6', who also 
found that when the pinning density of the fillet wire on the workers was 
increased, the collecting power of the workers increased to a maximum. 
Increasing the wire density beyond this maximum led to a decrease in the 
collecting power of the worker. It was suggested that above a certain 
population density of wire the fibres cannot be pushed into the spaces between 
the teeth. Dircks and Townenda added 5% woollen and 5% worsted yarn 
threads, cut to 37 mm lengths, to 64's and 50's quality wool blends to give 
some additional indication of disentangling power of a card when worker 
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conditions were changed. It was shown that by increasing the worker speed 
and setting the workers closer to the swift reduced the number of neps in the 
carded web. It was also said that, with higher worker speeds and closer worker 
settings, the amount of worsted and woollen threads added to the blend 
decreased in the web produced. These results showed that collecting power and 
carding or opening power were closely associated, suggesting that a high 
collecting power would increase carding powee3. It was suggested that to 
obtain good woollen carding high worker speeds on the scribbler and 
intermediate sections of the card should be used to obtain efficient carding and 
low worker speeds on the carder part to form an even dubbing. 

The action between the swift and the doffer is essentially the same as that 
between a swift and a worker. It was shownM that the collecting power of the 
doffer was affected by the same factors affecting the collecting power of a 
worker. In these trials a worker and stripper was mounted below the swift. 
This underslung worker would collect a fraction of the fibres, escaping the 
doffer, in a fashion similar to that of a normal worker. An increase in the 
fraction or mass of fibres collected by the underslung worker would indicate a 
low doffer efficiency and vice versa. The efficiency of the doffer was also 
influenced by the action of the fancy and it was therefore necessary to study 
the influence of fancy setting and speed together with the action of the doffer 
itself. It was concluded that doffer efficiency was increased by increasing the 
doffer speed and ~ n n i n g  with closer doffer settings. Increasing the speed of 
the fancy increased the efficiency of the doffer because the fibres were more 
effectively lifted from the swift hut the effect diminished as the loading, 
brought about by decreased doffer speeds and a higher feed rate, of the swift 
increased and the effect was even found to reverse when the swift was very 
heavily loaded. It is interesting to note that the fmdings recorded above for a 
woollen card were also found to be valid for a cotton card6'. 

The action of the fancy is complicated and not dearly understood. It is, 
however, interesting to compare the findings of Marsh6' from his geometrical 
study of fancy action with those of Martindale discussed in the preceding 
paragraphs. Marsh showed that the relative motion of fancy wire tip and the 
slowly moving swift is a looped curve as shown in Fig. 33. 

Marsh stated that the fibres are raised to the surface of the swift wire by 
the fancy wires by pushing the fibres in front of itself, mainly in a downward 
movement towards the swift. This motion suddenly changes into a forward 
motion a .  the fancy wires approach its deepest point of penetration, against 
the backs of the swift wires, the fibres thus tend to ride up the backs of the 
swift wires. This latter process is assisted by the forward inclination of the 
swift wires. After the fancy wires reach their deepest point of penetration of 
the swift wires, they still move forward but stan to retreat from the swift wires 
thereby lifting the fibres from the swift wire. The fancy wires move away from 



Fig. 33 - D i n p m  illustrating tbe lwpod corrc followed by n fancy *ire relative to the swift". 

the swift wires at a very s m d  angle with regard to their direction of motion 
and the actual lifting action is therefore due to friction between the fibres and 
the fancy wire as well as the friction of the fibres against the swift wires. 

As the fancy wires leave the swift wires the forward motion decreases and 
hence the force exerted by the fibres on the fancy wires also decreases. The 
fancy wires therefore spring back to their original position whereby further 
raising of the fibres takes place. 

Marsh showed that when fancy lead is increased the loop of the curve, 
followed by the fancy, broadens, thus the length of the path that the fancy 
wires sweep through the swift wires increase. This is also true when the 
penetration of the fancy wires into the swift wires was increased. This latter 
phenomenon explains Martindale's fmdings that increased fancy lead results 
in more effective lifting of the fibres from the swift. This suggested that with 
the increase in sweep of the fancy wires more pressure is exerted on the fibres 
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t o  slip up the backs of the swift wires and an increase in the pressure on the 
fancy wires, so that when they eventually leave the swift wire the release of the 
force on the fancy wires is bigger, resulting in a more forceful spring back of 
the fancy wires to their original position, thereby lifting the fibres more 
effectively from the swift wires. In the case of high loading of the swift, the 
fancy may press the fibres too deeply into the swift wires making it impossible 
to lift or the fancv wires mav bend to such an extent that thev simolv s l i ~  over ~. - .. . 
the fibres in the &ft wires. 

It has been stated above that fibres are delayed on a card due to the 
workers collecting a fraction from the swift and the doffer which also collects 
a fraction only of the fibres presented to it by the swift, the rest being 
recirculated again around the swift. This delay of fibres on a carding part has 
been termed the delay factor. Delay factor is influenced by setting of the 
rollers (workers, doffer and fancy) to the swift, as well as the speed of these 
rollers. Carding power therefore can be related to the mean delay factor 
because carding power increases with a n  increase in delay factop. 

4.6 Delay Factor 
Delay factor is a measure of the average time that fibres take to pass 

through a part excluding the time spent on the doffer-. The magnitude of 
the delay factor is dependent on the collecting fractions of the workers and 
doffer. The average time D that the fibres are held in a pan is L/I  revolutions 
of the swift, where L is the load of workable fibres held by the swift and 
workers which will ultimately appear in the carded web and Iis the input to the 
part per swift revolution. 

The load of workable fibres can be calculated69 in terms of the doffer 
collecting fraction, f*, the collecting fractions of the workers p,, p,, etc. and 
the times n,, n, etc., that the fibres are held by the workers. The collecting 
fraction is the fraction of the mass of fibres presented to that roller by the swift 
in a given time and which is taken by the roller in the same time. 

The output per swift revolution is the input I, the total load of workable 
fibres over the swift is I/f, since a fraction f of the load [/'has to  equal the 
output I. 

The doffer collecting fraction" is the fraction of fibres removed f r a n  the fibres prewnted to it by ,' 

the swift. 
i 

Thus f = SW i 

where s = surface speed of the doffer 
w = average density of fibre per unit area of thedoffer 
S = surface speedof the swift 
W = average density of fibre wr unit area of tharaift. 
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The mass of fibres returned from the worker, by the stripper, per swift 
revohtion must also be taken into account. (See Fig. 34). 

Fig. 34 - Load carried by a nw~ker*. 

Under equilibrium conditions the mass W taken up by the worker per 
swift revolution is again returned by the stripper. If p is the collecting fracrion 
of the worker, then 

The total load carried by the worker, if they are held for n revolutions, 
before they are returned to the swift, is: 

The total load L on the swift and the workers therefore, is: 
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Where the subscripts 1,2, etc., depict the fust, second , etc .,... workers. 

L The delay factor D = - 
f 

1 nl PI Therefore D = - (1 + - n2 Pz + - + etc) 
f 1-PI I -p2 

swift revolutions. 

The delay factor of a carder part can be determined by means of a direct 
method in which the feed to the machine is stopped, the card run empty, 
weighing of the fibres run off and subtracting the mass of fibre on the doffer 
- this gives the workable load of fibres, L. P.e delay factor. D, is then given 

b y L  where I i s  the feed rate to the card. The direct method can, however, only 
1 

be used on card clothed with Garnett wire because when a card clothed with 
flexible wire is run off the workable fibres pull some of the fibres embedded in 
the swift wire with them, giving rise to too high a value of loading. 

Delay fador in the latter case must therefore be done by means of an 
indirect method. This has been done by changing the input to the card during 
running conditions and then measuring the change in web output by means of 
the WlRA Autocountm~". This can be explained if the idealised case, as 
illustrated in Fig. 35, is considered. 

Time 

Fig. 35 - Mrnruremcnt of dday factor7' 
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If the input to a card is suddenly increased as with A B C Din the figure, 
the extra fibre fed to the card in the time, T, is proportional to the area of 
B C D E. The mass of fibre coming from the doffer per unit time will change 
according to A F H D, i.e. the extra mass of fibre coming from the doffer 
during time, T, will be proportional to the area F H D E. Hence the total 
increase in load by the entire part, because of the increase in input is 
proportional to the area B C D H F. The area B C G F is proportional to the 
increase of the load carried by the doffer and the area of F G D H 
proportional to the increase in load carried by the swift and workers. The 
delay factor is then the area F G D H (the change in the total load of the swift 
and workers) divided by the distance B C (the change in input). lf the change 
in input is in g/sec and the load in gramrnes then the delay factor is in seconds, 

while, if the change in input is in g/swift rev then the delay factor is in swift 
revolutions. Delay factors are normally given for a single carding part and the 
mean delay factor for two or more carding parts is the sum total of the delay 
factors of the individual parts. 

High values of delay factor promote good mixing which means that 
inconsistant weighings of a hopper will be levelled out and mixing of fibres 
differing in physical properties will be blended effectively, thus resulting in a 
more uniform dubbing linear density. If, however, the delay factor is too high 
due to slow rotation of the doffer, reducing its collecting power, the cylinder 
becomes overloaded, carding is inefficient and neps increase. For a cylinder to 
perform a proper carding action and to accept a maximum rate of fibre feed, 
the doffer should clean the cylinder effectively to keep the fibre load low by 
running the doffer at a high surface speedn. 

Delay factor is influenced by several carding parameters and possibly by 
different fibres. Several workers reported their findings on this matter and the 
most important factors are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

Delay factor decreases as the dotfer surface speed increa~es'"~~~.~~. Delay 
factor is not changed by changing the diameter of the d~ffefl ' .~".~~. Setting 
distance between the doffer and swift has no significant influence upon delay 
factor7*. 

A change in worker speeds has a insignificant influence upon the delay 
factor. Reversing the direetion of rotation of the workers leads to a decrease in 
the delay factor. Delay factor is, however, increased when more workers are 
introdu~ed'"7~.~~. Delay factor is insensitive to worker t o  swift setting 
distance14. 

Delay factor is not significantly influenced by fancy lead or depth of 
penetration into the swift for the ranges encountered in practice. Fitting two 
fancies to the swift does not influence the delay factor but the loading of the 
swift decreasesm." while more of the load was carried by the workers7". 

Delay factor was found to be insensitive to changes in production rate as 
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well as changes in fibre It was, however, suggested that longer fibres 
give a higher doffer collecting fraction resulting in a lower delay factor7'. 

It was also found that delay factor was not influenced by a change from 
normal to coarser card clothing7. In fact, no difference in delay factor was 
found even between gamett wire and normal Wet", neither did old nor new 
clothing produce any change in delay factor74. 

Some of these results can be explained on the basis of the formula for 
delay factorlo. Changing the speed of the workers does not cause the delay 
factor to change. The value of the worker collecting fraction, p, is small 
(normally in the order of 1/20) so that 1 - p is approximately 1 and if the 
worker is speeded up, n increases while p is increased. The term np divided by 
(I -p) only changes fractionally and the change in the delay factor, D, will be 
insignificant. 

Changing the direction of rotation of the workers has an insignificant 
influence on p but reduces n, the time the fibre spends on the worker, and 
consequently reduces the delay factor. 

The delay factor, however, is very sensitive to changes in the doffer 
collecting fraction70, f. For example, if the doffer speed is increased, the 
collecting fraction might change from 1/15 to 1/20 and the term l/f in the 
formula will become 15 or 10, respectively, thereby reducing the delay factor 
significantly. 

4.6.1 Practical application of delay factor 
It has already been said that the average time that a fibre is held within a 

carding part is called the delay factor and that the delay factor for more than 
one card part is the sum total of all theparts, i.e. the delay factor of a four part 
card, each having a delay factor of 50 seconds, will have a delay factor of 200 
seconds. The average time taken by fibres to pass through the card will, 
however, be longer due to the additional time spent on the scribbler feed sheet, 
the intermediate feeds and the underside of the doffers. The mixing and 
levelling action of a carding machine will therefore improve when the number 
of parts increase due to an increase in the delay factor. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 36. 

It should be noted that the frequency of the variation is not changed but 
only the amplitude of the variation. Fig. 36 shows the percentage of a variation 
of a given frequency which will remain after having passed through the various 
number of carder parts. It can be clearly seen that the card can quite easily 
cope with variations of a high frequency and that the mixing and levelling 
action becomes progressively better the more the number of card parts being 
employed. 

In order to apply the influence of delay factor upon the levelling and 
mixing action of a carding machine it is necessary to have an understanding of 
the irregularities introduced into the dubbing during the process of carding. 
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Fig. 36 - Curva showing the smoothing effect of pwnge Chrough v h u s  numbers of carding 
points on vuiatioar aver a large rpnge of frequeeeierm 

Slubbing irregularity can be divided into two categ~ries'~~'~, the first being 
variation between individual slubbing ends across the card and the second 
being variation along the length of the individual slubbings. Variation across 
the card cannot be eliminated entirely because it is a function of tape tension 
and of fibre blend composition. It does, however, remain constant for a 
particular blend and can be reduced to a minimum by proper tape tension 
adjustment, or correct layering of cross feed on the carder feed lattice or 
both. This minimum value was recorded as being within a range of 8% of the 
mean value*. Variation in linear density along the length of the slubbing 
consists of  variation^"^'^^^^ of different amplitude and frequency and can have 
a range of as much as 25%". - 

Slubbing variations along the length can be classified into the following 
categorieP: 
1. short-term variations have periods less than one second and one equivalent 

to approximately 20 cm of slubbing, 
2. medium-term variations with a period between 1 second and 1 minute, 
3. long-term variations with a period of I to 6 minutes, and 
4. very long-term variations with a period over 6 minutes. 

Variations along the slubbing which have a significant amplitude are 
below 10 cycleshr and those above 120 cycles/hr. The lower frequency 
variations or very long-term variations are related to hopper malfunctioning 
when the hopper is allowed to run down low in material and then suddenly 
fdled again or when the card is filling up after fettling. 

Variations produced within the individual carding parts are of the upper 
frequency band. The lower frequencies within this band are dependent on the 
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frequency of cyclic operation of the various parts, such as roller speeds and 
intermediate feeds, and the upper-frequencies depend on the random nature of 
the carding process itselfM. 

Mean delay factor is a measure of the average time for which any fibre is 
held within a carding part. If the period of a variation at the input is large 
compared t o  the mean delay factor, the mixing action of the part will not be 
able to reduce the amplitude of the output variation significantly while, on the 
other hand, if the amplitude of the input variation is small compared to the 
mean delay factor, the amplitude at the output will be significantly reduced. 
Thus, upper frequency band variations are caused by the carding part 
immediately before the output and lower frequency variations may be 
produced at any point in the card before the output. Low frequency variations 
are mainly caused by the hopper being allowed to run almost empty and then 
suddenly overfilled agains. 

If it is assumed that a hopper scale pan deposits its weight 90 times per 
hour onto the feed sheet but in a manner which leaves gaps between successive 
weighs. If Fig. 36 is considered it will be seen that after passage over one swift 
the amplitude at the output is only 15% of the original value. After two swifts 
the amplitude is less than 5% of the original value and after three parts the 
effect will be hardly noticeablem. 

It can be shown, on a similar basis, that a missed hopper weigh will still 
show up after the scribbler but wiU be undetectable at the condenser. Thus, as 
the fault is delayed in each carding part the amplitude is reduced. 

The joints produced by intermediate feeds when the sliver is layered 
across the feed sheet of the carder part can be a source of irregularity, but once 
the fibres have passed a two-point carder the effect is levelled out79. 

In conclusion it can be said that as the delay factor of a card is increased 
its ability t o  reduce irregularities increases. However, care must be taken that 
irregularities are not introduced at the last carder part because such 
irreeularities can not be efficientlv dealt with and anv such irreeularities will ~ ~~ ~ - -  ~~ 

in the dubbing and finally in the yarn due to th; inability i f  the mule or 
&hen ring spinning frame to deal &h them. In most carding machine 
arrangements, the card part consists of two swifts because it gives an increased 
delay factor between the carder feed sheet and the condenser. The first part 
produces a more uniform feed without tufts t o  the important last carder part. 

The same principles of delay factor also apply when fibres within a blend 
differ with regard to their length, diameter, colour, etc. In order to mix the 
fibres properly the card must have a certain minimum delay factor. This was 
illustrated by placing alternate weighs of blue and white fibre on the feed sheet 
of a card with a breast, three single-swift parts, a Scotch feed and a parallel- 
fibre feed. No difference in shade could be detected at the condenser and only 
after alternate groups of four weighs of white and blue wool had been fed to 
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the card, a difference in shade could be detected. This can again be explained 
when Fig. 36 is considered. From this figure it can be seen that as the 
frequency of the variations decrease, i.e. the number of weighs in the alternate 
groups decreases, the percentage of the input variation appearing in the output 
 increase^'^. 

In another experimentn white wool was fed to one half and black wool to 
the other half of the width of a scribbler consisting of three swifts. The two 
colours were brought together in the Scotch feed and then carded on a two 
swift carder. The resultant colour mix was found to be acceptable. Mixing on 
the entire part of five swifts would have been even better and it was therefore 
concluded that the mixing ability oker the full scl was more than adequate. I t  
can be seen from Fie. 36 that innur variation is reduced sienificantlv ober two 
swifts and over four swifts ;he mixing and smoothkg effeci is mor; 
pronounced. 

4.6.2 Delay factor and carding power 
Apart from smoothing out irregularities and mixing the fibres in the 

blend, the card must also open out the tufts of fibres. A measure to  assess the 
opening ability of a card is by the determination of the average number of 
times a fibre passes through the setting region between the swift and workers 
and the swift and doffer before they leave the card. This is called the Carding 

and is given by the formula: 

where f = -doffer colfecting fraction 
p, = worker collecting fraction of the first worker 
p, = the collecting fraction of the second worker, etc. 

- 
As is the case with delay factor. p is small and carding power is therefore 

approxjmately equal to (1 + x) divided byf wherexis the number of workers 
on the partm. This once again emphasizes the importance off. the doffer 
collecting fraction. Although no provision is made for n, worker speed, in the 
formula, p is dependent on the speed of the worker itself, and hence will the 
value of carding power. It must be remembered that the value of C is only an 
average value of possible passages through the carding regions of a single-swift 
Part. 

Carding power increases as the delay factor increases"~" which means that 
the longer a fibre spends within a part, the greater its chances of passing 
through the setting regions. This holds for changes brought about by changes 
in doffer and worker speeds but when the direction of rotation of the workers 
is reversed, however, carding power remains unchanged, though the delay 
factor is decreased. 
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When delay factor and carding power are increased by reducing the doffer 
speed, the swift loading is increased. It is therefore important that a balance be 
obtained to maintain an effective swift loading t o  level out irregularities while 
adequate carding is performed to produce a web with the minimum number of 
neps. 

4.7 Nep formation during earding 

A nep can be defmed as an entanglement of fibres which are not removed 
during carding, or can even be introduced during carding by maladjustment of 
the card. Neps rise to the surface of the yam during spinning and influence 
yarn and fabric appearance, limit the yarn linear density, the end breakages 
during spinning is increased and the cost of mending and f i sh ing  is 
increaseds'. 

Nep formation is influenced by fibre properties and card parametms. It 
has been found that fine fibres tended to produce more neps than coarse 
fibres". AU other fibre properties being constant it was shown that longer 
fibres have a higher nep potential than shorter fibres. It was suggested that the 
longer fibres broke more during carding giving rise t o  more neps in the 
resultant webs8]. It was also shown that for nylon the number of neps in the 
web increased as fibre crimp increaseds3. Neppiness was also found to increase 
with an increase in grease content when wool was carded and increased rates of 
production exaggerated the situation8'. 

It was found that vegetable contentmdid not effect nep content of carded 
webs but it was suggested that in practice high nep content was associated with 
high burr content, because high burr content wools were normally carded 
under conditions of low regain. 

Nep formation during carding is influenced by the regain of the material. 
High nep contents result when wool is carded which is too dry or too wet. It 
was foundM that fewest neps were formed when wool was carded with a regain 
between 30% and 50%. Regains as high as the latter are impracticable and 
20% - 25% regain is recommended when carding fine, clean woolss1. 

Machine variables such as roller speed and settings also influence nep for- 
mation. Nep content is reduced by an increase in swift speeds'. and it was sug- 
gested that at high swift speeds the swift loading decreased which allowed fibre 
bundles to be disentangled to a greater degree. Fast worker speeds also pro- 
duce less neps but the effect is not as great as the difference due to worker- 
swift setting. Nep content also increases when the surface speed of the fancy is 
reduced in relation to the speed of the swifts'. This is possible due to the fancy 
not being able t o  lift the fibres efficiently from the swift which then 
becomes clogged with fibre and the workers are then unable to open the 
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material between them and the swift, but rolling the material instead produc- 
ing an excessive number of neps. 

It was also reporteds3 that an increase in doffer speed resulted in a less 
neppy web when Sarille staple fibre was carded. Nep content of the web also 
decreased when closer doffer settings was employed. The reduction in the 
number of neps was ascribed to the increased carding action by the doffer- 
swift setting. 

In the cardingprocess it is the card wire that performs opening and mixing 
of the fibre tufts and factors such as wire density, fmeness, profile, angle of 
bend and the type of foundation are all important factors in determining the 
quality of the carded web and hence yarn quality. 

Nep content is markedly affected by the density of the card ~lotbinga'.~'.a6. 
In a series of experiments"in which a 70's quality wool was passed repeatedly 
through a card clothed with ffflet wire, having different densities of card wire, 
it was found that after a single pass through the card, clothing coarser than 400 
points/inch2gave neppier webs while clothing denser than 400 points/inch2did 
not produce less neppy webs. This is illustrated in Table 2. 

- 
NUMBER OF NEPS PER GRAM IN CARDED SLIVER AFTER 

REPEATED PASSAGES THROUGH A CARD CLOTHED WITH FILLET 
OF VARIOUS PINNING DESSITYY. 

Considering the results in Table 2 vertically down the columns, 
representing the number of neps formed by carding the same wool 1.3 and six 
times with the same wire density, it will be seen that with densities increasing 
up to 256 points/inch2, nep content increased with repeated carding with the 
same wire, while the nep content decreased when the wire density increased 
from 400 - 784 points/ich2. 

No of 
P-%m 

1 
3 
6 

In practice, however, carding proceeds over a number of swifts where the 
wire density increases from the hopper to the swift. The results are given in 
Table 3. 

Cud Clothing Count/Crowa sad Number of poia6/iaehZ: 
Di.mond 

Poi.1 
64 

348 
590 
655 

60/6 
144 

413 
684 
1198 

80/8 
256 

372 
725 

1110 

100112 
400 

122 - 
35 
17 

120/l2 
576 

143 
40 
3 

140/12 
784 

185 
5 
1 



TABLE 3 
NUMBER OF NEPS PER GRAM IN CARDED SLIVER AITER PASSAGE 

THROUGH A CARD CLOTHED WITH PROGRESSIVELY 
INCREASING WIRE DENSITF 

I ont/Crorn nad Number of 

Diamond Point 

372 

Lookiig at these results horizontally, a picture is obtained of nep 
formation or reduction as the fibres proceed through a card. When fine fibres 
are carded with coarse wire during the initial stages of carding the nep content 
increases even though the succeeding swifts are clothed with finer or denser 
wire, e.g. when car&ng the 70's w o o k t h  64 points/inchzgave 348 neps/g and 
this increased to 660 when carded with 144 points/inchz and 912 neps/g after 
256 points/ich2. If, however, the first swift is clothed with fmer wire, i.e. 256 
points/inchz then successively denser swifts reduce the nep content. Thus, the 
least neppy web was produced by the three swift arrangement starting with 400 
points/inchz. In practice, however, a four swift arrangement will be more 
suitable introducing a f is t  card with a wire density of 256 points/inch2 to 
reduce the strain imposed on the wire by the unopened fibre tufts. This should 
then be followed by three swifts having 400,576,784 pins/inchz, respectively. 

In a similar series of experimentss7d9 it was shown that by substituting 
coarse swifts and doffers on the carder of a woollen card for the original fine 
ones can: 
1. reduce neps and threads (the latter having been added to the original fibre 

blend), 
2. give slightly stronger yam, 
3. reduce the need for fettling, 
4. reduce end to end variation between ends across the card, and 
5. extend the life of swift and doffer wire due to the coarser wire being used. 

Increasing the count and crown% of the doffer wire led to an increase in 
nep and thread content in the webs produced because it then captured more 
fibrous material from the swift which was passed on instead of re-presenting 
them to the swift for more carding. It was also suggested that good use can be 
made of increasing the number of points/inch2 of fillet wire by increasing the 
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crowns instead of the counts. It was also found that if a finer gauge of  wire 
was used, but maintaining the same number of points per inch' it captured 
more fibre entanglements than the thicker wire, therefore workers should be 
clothed witb fillet with as fine a wire gauge as possible and doffers as coarse a 
gauge as possible. Covering the workers and doffer with fillet with a sponge 
foundation reaching up to the bend of the wire produced webs containing 
more neps and thread compared with the normal vulcanised fillet. It was stated 
that the sponge type wire did not allow the same accumulation of neps and 
threads between the wires of the teeth thereby passing them on too quickly and 
thus reducing the carding action. It was suggested that fillet witb an ordinary 
vulcanised foundation should be used. 

Fibre length was not significantly affected by using fillet with differences 
in tbe number of points",w per inch2 or for the two types of foundations'. I t  
was also found that fibre breakage did not increase with an increase in the 
number of passages through the card and it was said that fibre breakage 
seemed to depend on the original fibre length and state of the raw material and 
that once the fibres have been disentangled from their raw state, breakage due 
to card wire or repeated carding is insignificants. This implies that fibre 
breakage mainly occurs during the initial stages of carding which is in 
agreement with other workers that found that themajority of fibre breakage in 
carding occurred at the feed roller licker part"-93. 

Wire keenness. or  the degree of sharpness of the card wire, was found t o  
affect nep formation during cardingq2. It was shown that neppy webs were 
produced when carding 70's wool. A marked improvement in nep removal was 
accomplished when thedoffer was ground. A similar effect was obtained when 
the swift was also ground, however, the effect of grinding the swift was not a s  
orofound as when the doffer was around and it ameared as thouah the maior 
ionkbution of the ground swift was to  decrease ;he size of theneps. It was 
also shown that when side grinding was followed by surface grinding, which 
tended to bring about a flatter top on the wire, with a better defined edge, less 
neps were present in the web compared with the web produced when surface 
grinding was followed by side grinding. At the same time it was found that the 
37 rnm worsted threads, added to a 70's wool blend, were removed or opened 
when both the swift and doffer were ground but when the doffer was ground 
and the swift left unground, the number of threads emerging in the web 
increased. This suggested that the forces relating to the profile of the wire that 
reduces nep formation are not necessarily the same as those which maximize 
fibre-bundle separation and the use of very different wire profiles on the two 
cylinders may produce interactions that inhibit the maximum carding 
efficiency. 

When side grinding is performed on card wire a wedge shaped point is 
formed (see Fig. 37). 
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Fig: 37 - Types of wire point (the arrows indicate the direction of the poiat)" 

Conventionally a tooth is formed in which the broadest segment of the 
wire is presented first to the fibres to be carded. It was found that if the wedge 
was arranged so that the narrow edge of the wedge became the leading edge, 
the general efficiency of the carding process was improvedg3. The nep content 
of the webs was 50% lower when conventional card wire was substituted by the 
unconventional wire on the swift, doffer and workers. Worsted threads added 
to the 70's wool blend were removed after six passages through the card and, 
in general, it was demonstrated that the new type of wire effected better 
opening and mixing of the fibres. 

The angle of the bend of the swift and doffer wire can also influence nep 
formation during cardingM. The angle referred to is the angle formed between 
the foundation and the line joining the wire above the bend. It was found that 
with an angle of 65" on the swift the angle of bend, when varied between 57" 
and 73", of the doffer was not critical. When the swift teeth were 57', the 
doffer could not capture the fibres from the swift, the latter becoming 
overloaded resulting in excessive nep formation. If, on the other hand, the 
angle of bend of the swift wire was 73", it was found that it was unable to pass 
the fibres from the swift to the doffer and the nep content again rose. It was 
suggested that the best carding results may be obtained by using a swift clothed 
with 65" wire and a doffer with 57" wire. 

The fancy can also contribute to nep formation during carding especially 
when the surface speed of the fancy is low8'. The latter case allows the swift to 
build up with the fibres and become choked and the workers are then unable to 
disentangle the material between them and the swift thereby rolling the 
material thus forming neps. For the particular experiment it was found that 
the minimum number of neps was formed when the fancy lead was 30% in 
relation to the swift speed. 

Nep formation was also found to be related to the angle of bend of the 
fancy wireP5. It was found that a large number of neps were formed when a 
fancy clothed with wire with a 50' bend was used, 80" bend on the other hand 
produced excessive amounts of fly. It was found that neppiness was related to 
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build-up of fibres in the swift and a high fibre build-up of the swift produced a 
neppy web. It was recommended that the angle of bend for the fancy should be 
between 60" and 70" with an overall better performance nearer 70'. 

4.8 Metallic Wire Clothing and Woollen Carding 
Metallic wire has been used on cotton and worsted cards for a number of 

years, while the woollen trade have preferred to continue to use fillet wire on 
their cards. Certain advantages are claimed for metallic clothing as opposed to 
flexible wire? 
1. longer working life, 
2. increased efficiency due to decreased fettling times, and 
3. improved yarn yields. 

In a series of trials% on a woollen card flexible wire was replaced in stages 
with metallic wire, by progressively covering more rollers, i.e. swifts and 
doffers. The results of these trials showed that by covering the swifts and 
doffers, except the condenser doffer, with metallic wire did not increase fibre 
breakage or affect the physical properties of the yams. It was not necessary to 
fettle the swifts and doffers. Wear of the flexible wire fancies was no greater 
than when flexible wire was used on the swifts. The same amounts of 
processing oils could be used. 

The contribution of carding variables to the formation of neps in wool 
webs using a card with metallic swifts and doffers were also reportedv.". It 
was found that nep formation or removal is mostly controlled by the doffer 
and it was found that by minimizing the land area of the doffer teeth (see Fig. 
38), i.e. as keen as possible, the number of neps was markedly reduced. Nep 
content was also decreased by setting the doffer as close as possible to the swift 
thereby reducing the number of fibres being re-cycled. 

S ~ d e  v:ew Front view 

Land length 

H Land w~dth n 

/ ~ i b  
Carding angle 

Fig. 31 - M c M i c  cud dothing termioolw" 



It was found that the sharpness of the worker wire was not as critical as 
thesharpness of the doffer, but reducing the land area by grinding (in this case 
flexible wire) led to a significant reduction in the number of neps formed in the 
web. A fancy roller on the swift also reduced the number of neps. in  the case 
of a metallic covered swift it was found that the depth of fancy penetration 
was not critical and the recommended depth of penetration was stated to be 
0,102 mm97. - 

The angle of inclination was found not to be very important and it was 
recommended that for the swift wire an angle of 81" and a doffer between 45" 
and 65" or otherwise a 65' swift with a 55' doffer was recommended. 

In conclusion it was said that the choice between flexible and metallic wire 
on the workers was a matter of personal choice because it did not have a large 
effect on nep removal. However flexible wire was more convenient because it 
could be sharpened and flexible wire was cheaper than metallic wire. 
4.9 Fibre transfer between swift and doffer 

There is little alignment of fibres in a woollen slubbing. The fibres tend to 
lie along the axis of the slubbing hut the orientation in any one plane is low. 
Although the fibres are aligned in one direction on the card swift due to the 
action of the fast moving swift with theslowermoving workers, the alignment 
is destroyed by the fancy and the mode of transfer of the fibres from the swift 
to the doffer and again by removal from the doffer by either a stripping roller 
or doffer comb. Parallel arrangement is lost when the fibres are piled onto the 
slow moving doffer by the fast moving swift. The latter transfer gives rise to 
the formation of trailing and leading hooks in the webw. 

The configuration of fibres in a carded viscose web was investigatedtm by 
adding a small quantity of black tracer fibres into the lap feed of a cotton card. 
The tracer fibres that emerged in the web were divided into five groups 
according to their shape, as shown in Fig. 39. 

Direction of Web delivery 
3 

Group 1 
Hooks leading 
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Fig. 39 - Shape of fibres lad the percentage prrvat in the rnrdcd cottoa'web. 
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It was found that themajority of fibres were hooked at their trailing ends 
as in group 2. It was also found that hooks of group 2 were larger than those of 
group I. Fibres hooked according to group 1 have been termed as minority 
hooks and those in group 2 as majority hooks. The high incidence of trailing 
hooks was ascribed to. the mechanism of fibre transfer from swift to doffer. It 
was stated that as the fibres on the swift approached the doffer the leading part 
of the fibre became attached to the doffer wire while the tail end of the fibre 
was swept past the point of attachment so that the tail end emergea first in the 
web. NO feasible explanation was given for the formation of minority hooks. 
It was, however, observedlOl that the number of leading and trailing hooks on 
the cylinder was nearly equal to the number of trailing and leading hooks in 
the web. It was suggested that the direction of hooks was changed during 
transfer due to fibre reversal taking place in the actual transfer from swift to 
doffer. 

Ghosh and Bhaduri'", working with a hand-operated bench model card 
and introducing yam pieces as tracers, observed that more than 50% of the 
fibres reversed their direction during transfer from the cylinder to doffer and 
that both theories put forward by Morton and SummersW and Modi and 
Joshilo' were totally acceptable. Sengupta and Chatt~padhyay'~~ demonstrated 
ihat the majority of fibres changed their configuration during transfer and 
that new hooks were formed while previously formed hooks were removed. 
Transfer of fibres took place both with and without reversal of ends, and those 
fibres that transferred without reversal change their configuration more. The 
authors suggested that leading or minority hooks were formed by buckling of 
the front end of the fibre. When the front end of a fibre moving at high speed 
on the cylinder came into contact with the relatively slow moving doffer 
surface, it buckled, and if the fibre was loosely held by the cylinder, it got 
transferred to the doffer without reversal and the transfer depended on the 
nature and extent of positive control exercised by the cylinder on the rest of the 
fibre. 

It was concludedlo3 that a large proportion of the fibres changed their 
configuration during transfer from the cylinder to the doffer. Hooks were 
formed and previously formed hooks were removed. Hooked fibres were also 
removed from the cylinder with or without reversal and with or without 
change in configuration. 

It was shown thatiw in cotton carding as the number of leading hooks 
increased in the web, the number of neps increased and yarn imperfections 
increased. The relationship between minority hooks and neps was studied by 
SimpsonlM. 

The cylinder-todoffer transfer region was divided into an upper and 
lower zone (See Fig. 40). A change in carding parameters causing an increase 
in the ratio of cylinder-todoffer speed resulted in an increase in the fibres 
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Fig. 40 - Schematie diagram of cylader-to-doffw fibre immsfw area md flat-to4indrrenrding 
a d M .  

transferred in the upper zone which would cause an increase in the formation 
in trailing hooks and a decrease in the number of leading hooks and neps. In 
this case the fast moving cylinder combed the leading ends of the fibre which 
would reduce nep formation. On the other hand, when the cylinder-todoffer 
speed ratio decreased, fibre transfer took place in the lower zone, which 
caused the carding action to decrease and resulted in increased minority hook 
and nep formation. It was suggested that for cottons that nep easily it was 
necessary to card at low doffer speeds. 

The presence of hooked fibres in a sliver or strands of fibre, reduces the 
effective fibre length or fibre extent in the strand, resultant yarns will therefore 
be weaker and more end-breakages will occur. The presence of hooked fibres 
in a woollen carded web is of greater importance than in either cotton or 
worsted giUing because no doubling, drawing or drafting and combing 
processes are employed during which fibre hooks are removed. It must also be 
remembered that the ribbons or fibre strips are condensed by the reciprocating 
aprons of the condenser which adds another dimension to the random 
orientation of the fibres in the woollen slubbing. It is, however, this random 
orientation which forms the basis of the lofty and bulky character of the 
woollen yarn. This random arrangement is also the reason why condenser 
slubbiing is restricted as far as drafting is concerned*. 
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4.10 Woollen condensing 
The purpose of condensing is to split the web coming from the last doffer 

of the carder into continuous narrow strips or ribbons of fibre which are then 
converted into cylindrical slubbigs by a rubbing action performed by rotating 
reciprocating aprons. The slubbings are wound onto bobbins in a traversing 
manner to facilitate easy removal or unwinding in subsequent spinning into 
Yarn. 

There are two classes of condenser~'~Jm: 
I .  Ring doffers, and 
2. Tape condensers. 

Ring doffers can be subdivided into two types: single and double-ring 
doffers. T a ~ e  condensers are subdivided into series. single or endless and the 
Bolette steei tape types. Steel tape condensers are s&do& used today and will 
be excluded from further discussions. 
4.10.1 Ring doffer condensers 

The single ring doffer is still used, to a limited extent, for the production 
of fme hosiery yams, for short wools and "Angola" blends (a blend of wool 

Fa. 41 - Diagram illustnibrg the =t iom of the robbing .prams and rrrmtric motion1". 
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and cotton). This type of condenser produces very even yarns because every 
dubbing receives exactly the same treatment and division of the web involves 
no cutting or tearing whereby fibre breakage is limited. 

The ring is made up of concentric rings of card clothing around the doffer 
with inter-spacing leather bands so that gaps occur circumferentially. Fibres 
are removed from the swift only in the spaces where clothing is fitted to the 
doffer. Fibres adjacent to the spaces remain on the swift and are removed by 
slow sideways traversing of the ring doffer or the workers on the last swift. 

The ribbons of fibres are stripped from the doffer and then passed 
between a pair of aprons which rotate and reciprocate at the same time thereby 
transporting the ribbons forward while at the same time they are rubbed into 
cylinderical slubbings (See Fig. 41). 

Double ring doffer condensers are used in the carding of coarse type 
carpet yarns. In this type of condenser two ring doffers (see Fig. 42) are 
arranged in such a way that the rings with card wire of one doffer are directly 
opposite to the spaces of the second doffer. lo this arrangement the fibres that 
are left on the swift adjacent to the spaces between the card wire rings of the 
top doffer are removed by the rings of card wire on the bottom doffer. 

Fig. 42 - Illurtrntion of s double doffer condenser (D = ring doffen; R = rubbing c = 
condenser bobbins)'". 

The top doffer gets the fust chance to remove fibres from the swift and it 
therefore tends to collect the longest fibres whereby the linear density of the 
slubbings produced from the top doffer is higher than that of the slubbings 
produced from the bottom doffer. It is for the latter reason that the card wire 
rings on the top doffer are narrower than those of the bottom doffer. 
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Sometimes different settings and speeds between top doffer and swift and 
bottom doffer and swift are used to compensate for the difference in linear 
density between the slubbing of top and bottom doffer. In many cases the 
slubbings produced on the top and bottom doffers are kept separate and are 
spun on different frames. 

4.10.2 Tape condensers 
The web, extending the width of the card, is split or divided by a 

combined tearing and cutting action between the tapes and a pair of calender 
or dividing rollers. The latter function may be performed by either a series of 
tapes or a single or endless tape condenser. 

4.10.2.1 Series tape condenser 
In the case of the series tape condenser, each individual ribbon of fibres is 

carried by a separate tape, i.e. a condenser with a hundred ends will have a 
hundred tapes. The tapes are arranged into an upper set and a lower set, the 
individual tapes being positioned side by side (see Fig. 43). 

D 
- Y L B  

IN 

A 

Fig. 43 - T b m d i a ~  of series tapecondenser (A and D = entry rollers; 6 and E = 
ape cylindm)'". 

botlorn and top 

The web enters through the entry rollers (A and D) and is subsequently 
split between the tapes and the t aw cylinders (Band E). The tapes which pass 
around the bottom entry roller, A, transport the fibrous ribbons to the top 
rubbing aprons while the tapes passing around the top entry roller, D, deliver 
the ribbons to the bottom section of the machine (See Fig. 43). 

A disadvantage of the series tape condenser is that variation in linear 
density between tapes can occur when the tension on the various tapes is not 
uniform. A tighter tape tends to take more fibres than an adjacent slack tape, 
thus producing a slubbing of higher linear density. 
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4. JO.2.ZEndlem tape condenser 
In construction, the endless tape condenser does not differ greatly from 

the series tape condenser, but instead of a series of tapes, it has one endless 
tape to split the carded web into an appropriate number of separate ribbons. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 44. 

Fe. 44- Schematie repmentntion of single tape condenser (A and B = dividin rollers; C, D pad 
E = plain rollers; F = robbing apmos; G = slabbing bobbin&. 

The important parts of the endless tape condenser are the dividing or 
calender rollers. Both rollers have grooves to accommodate the appropriate 
tape width and thickness. (See Fg. 45). The rings between the grooves are set 
so that the rings of one roller exactly cover the grooves of the other. 

Fig. 45 - Schcmntic p-ntltion of the path followed by a tape oa a single fppe condenser (A and 
B = dividing mllrrs; p = gmova). 
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The single tape is disposed across the width of the machine and follows a 
distorted figure eight pathlcs. The tape runs from the top, into a groove of the 
upper calender roller, A, into the nip between rollers A and Band then down 
over a ring on the bottom calender roller B. The tape then follows its path over 
the plain roller, C, and then is twisted by half a turn to present the fibrous strip 
to the rubber aprons, F. The tape then continues its path over the plain rollers, 
D and E, returning onto an adjacent groove in calender roller B, into the nip, 
up over a ring on calender roller A. The continuous web is thus split into 
several ribbons or strips. These strips are presented t o  the reciprocating and 
rotating aprons (Fin Fig. 41) where they are rubbed into cylindrical slubbings 
which are wound onto bobbins. 

4.10.3 The condmser creel 

The seftion of the condenser in which the slubbings are wound by surface 
drums onto the bobbins is known as the creel. The slubbings are normally 
traversed onto the bobbins by guiding the slubbings through thread guides 
which slowly oscillate. With the introduction of spinning frames with increas- 
ed gauge or pitch, i.e. increased spinning ring diameter, it was necessary to 
develop condenser creels which could produce wider cheeses to coincide with 
the spaces between adjacent spindles on the ring frame. This was accomplished 
by the development of the following two types of condensers: 
1. the tandemcreel tape condenser 
2. the traversingcreel tape condenser. 

4.10.3.1 The tandem-creel condenser 
In  the tandem-creel condenser there are twice the number of bobbins than 

on a normal condenser. This is achieved by fitting two lines of surface drums 
at each height, one behind the other. This arrangement allows cheeses to be 
wound of double the width compared with the condenser with a single creel. 
4.10.3.2 The traversing-freel condenser 

In this type of condenser the creel is much wider than the normal con- 
denser. The yam guides are statlonary and the wide cheeses are wound onto 
the bobbins while the creel oscillates from side to side. 

Spinning efficiency is increased when the abovementioned two types of 
condensers are used because the length of yarn per cheese or bobbin is increas- 
ed thus decreasing spinning down time by decreasing time lost for piecening in 
of new bobbins. 

4.1 1 Slubbing Variation 
Slubbings vary in mass per unit length both individually along their 

lengths, called variation along, and also from one to another, called variation 
across. Variation along the length of the slubbing has been dealt with in a 
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previous section and the main causes of such variation can be given as1*: 
I.  irregular hopper feeding, 
2. belt slippage in a carding part, 
3. generation of static electricity causing irregular delivery of wool, 
4. changes in drafting, 
5. the "cushion effect" or deformation of the cheeses caused by their being 

pressed onto the surface dmms by the force of their mass and the mass of 
the bobbins onto which they are wound, and 

6. variation of the distances between the reciprocating rubbers and the 
amplitude of oscillation of the rubbers themselves can cause variation be- 
tween bobbins. 

Variation across the web is mainly caused by the process of web division 
either by tapes or ring doffers. The fibres in the web are arranged in a random 
manner and when the web is split into ribbons, fibres near or across the ribbon 
edges must either be broken or be pulled one way or the other across the 
splitting edge, thus creating variations in the ribbon widths because a fibre lost 
from one ribbon is gained by the ribbon next to it. Any variation on the tape 
doffer wire, differences in tape tension, their condition and non-uniformity of 
width will all increase the variation. A further cause of variation across can be 
a tape doffer set wider from the swift on one side than at the other side, a 
hollow ground swift or doffer. It is quite frequently found that the side ends 
are lighter than the centre of the web. This is normally caused by the 
intermediate feed to the carder part not delivering across the full width of the 
feed lattice. One side can be slightly heavier than the other due to draughts 
across the cardlm. 

Variation in the slubbing is transferred to the yarn. Yam evenness is a 
function of dubbing evenness because no intermediate drafting and doubling 
processes are employed between carding and woollen spinning. The low drafts 
employed in woollen spinning is not very effective in levelling out unevenness 
in the slubbing. It is therefore essential that slubbing variation both across and 
along be maintained within acceptable limits in order to produce an acceptable 
Yarn. 
4.12 Stationary carding plates 

An interesting new development in woollen carding is to replace the 
worker-stripper pairs by stationary carding plates. In a series of experimentsJm 
stationary carding plates were compared with the conventional worker stripper 
pairs with regard to fibre mixing, hook formation during carding as well as 
yarn physical properties. The most important findings were the following: 
1. Lower swift loadings were obtained with carding plates as compared to 

workers. 
2. swift loading was lower with carding plates and the delay factor therefore 

much lower, 
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3. less neppy webs were produced at close settings with the plates than with 
workers, 

4. plates gave better fibre orientation and less hooks than the workers, 
5. cross card variation and short term regularity was better for plates than with 

workers, and 
6. yarn tenacity remained the same for plates and workers. 

5. DRAFI'ING AND TWIST INSERTION - SPINNING 
5.1 Historical development1". 

The basic principles of drawing and spinning date back many thousands 
of years and earliest information can be drawn from the remains of the Stone 
Age period. Spindle whorls were used as fly-wheels to facilitate the regular 
rotation of the spindle. WhorIs, made from clay, on a wooden spindle were 
used by the ancient Peruvians, and whorls dating back to the Stone Age were 
found in the Swiss lakes. A conical wooden spindle of which the heavy base 
served as a fly-wheel was used by some primitive civilisations. 

The process of hand spinning was developed into an art and it is 
remarkable when it is considered that a certain Mary Pringle spun wool to a 
linear density of about 6 tex (i.e. 6g per 1000m). Even more amazing is Ann 
Ives who, at the end of the eighteenth century, spun a strong woollen yarn of 
approximately 3 tex. These were of course exceptions and it was record* that 
an ordinary spinstress of the eighteenth century spun a yarn of 38 tex whrle the 
superfine qualities were around 13 tex. It was also recorded that in 1851 a 
cotton yarn of 0,3 tex was spun on a mule. Although the latter yarn was not 
suitable for weaving, this must surely be considered as a remarkable 
achievement in machine spinning. 

5.1.1 Hand spindle spinning 
The ancient hand spindle was made from a piece of wood 9 mm in 

diameter and 25 cm long, pointed at each end, a nick made at the top end for 
securing the material to be spun and the lower end was inserted into a round, 
heavy whorl. 

When long combed fibres were spun a distaff was used to hold the fibrous 
material, while short carded fibres were held in the hand in a IOU. The distaff 
was made of wood, longer and slightly thicker than the spindle, and had a cleft 
top on which the fibres to be spun were loosely hung. 

Whether held in a roU or on a distaff, the supply of material into the 
drafting zone was controlled by the forefinger and thumb of the upper hand, 
those of the other hand being used to draft the fibres. Spinning was started by 
twisting a short length between the fingers, a few turns then wrapped around 
the spindle and caught in the notch at the top and the spindle was set spinning 
by means of a dexterous movement of the hand. While the spindle was rotating 
the fibres were drafted between the finger and thumb of the two hands, the 
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left hand holds bundle of fibres 

thumb controls twist 

right hand splns 

spindle 

Fig. 46 - nlustmtion of bow tbe spindle md whorl wm d p o l s t e d  im spinning a yam"'. 

lower hand also preventing too much twist from running up from the spindle 
into the drafting zone until the material had been drawn to the requisite 
fineness (See Fig. 46). The finger and thumb of the upper hand controlled the 
twist running up to draw more fibres into the drafting zone. The spindle 
having ceased to rotate with sufficient speed, the yarn was unhooked from the 
notch and wound on to the spindle. The last few turns were taken round the 
top of the spindle, the yarn secured in the notch again and the procedure 
repeated. 
5.1.2 The One-thread wheel 

The simple spindle persisted in Europe until the fourteenth century when 
it was superseded by the hand wheel which had been used in the East from very 
early times. It consisted of a large handdriven vertical wheel driving by means 
of a band, a small pulley attached to a horizontal spindle (see Fig. 47). Spindle 
speeds of 4000 revlmin were reached on this one-thread wheel. 

The hand carded or combed fibres were sometimes spun in two stages; 
fust a roving was made and then the yam was spun. The wheel was turned with 
the right hand, the fibres held in the left hand and drafting started with the 
fmger and thumb of the left hand a few centimetres away from the spindle tip. 
Drafting was effected, while the spindle was turning, by pulling the material at 
an angle of approximately 30- to the spindle tip, allowing the last turn of yarn 
to slip off at each turn of the spindle, thus inserting one turn of twist. At the 
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end of the drafting cycle the wheel was given an extralurn without drafting to 
impose extra twist. The wheel was then stopped, revolved in the reverse 
direction just enough to wind off the few turns of yarn on the end of the 
spindle, after which it was turned in the original direction to wind the yarn 
onto the spindle. The one-thread wheel was later fitted with a crank and 
treadle thus allowing both hands to manipulate the thread. 

5.1.3 The Snxony wheel 
In the middle of the sixteenth century the bobbin and flyer was introduced 

thus allowing drafting, twisting and winding to be carried out simultaneously. 
The bobbin and flyer was credited to Johann Jiirgen of Bmswick and 

appeared in 1555. Although Jiirgen developed the bobbin and flyer, Leonardo 
da Vina (who died in 1519) left sketches depicting the principle of the bobbin 
and flyer - he even incorporated a traversing motion for building up the yam 
on the bobbin. 



Fig. 48(a) - Tbc Saxony ~hecl"' .  
Fig. 48(b) - Bobbin and flyer iacorpoktrd 
in the Snxoay ~ h d " ' .  

On the Saxony Wheel both flyer and bobbin were driven by a band from 
the treadledriven wheel (See Fig. 48(a)). Spinning and winding was cartied out 
simultaneously but the spinstress had to move the thread successively along a 
row of hooks on the arm of the flyer to traverse the thread along the bobbin. 
The action was no longer that of a suindle draft, but was somewhat analogous . - 
to roller drafting. 

The flyer was fvred to the spindle and the bobbin was a loose fit on the 
spindle, both spindle and bobbin were fitted with wharves, that of the bobbin 
being smaller, giving bobbin lead (see Fig. 48(b)). The driving belt tension was 
adjusted, by horizontal movement of the bobbin and flyer supuort, with a 
screw. Variation in driving belt tension was essential because a cenain amount 
of belt slippage was required to allow for drag as the diameter of the bobbin 
increased. 

5.1.4Spinning Jenny 
Hargreaves made his first spinning Jenny in 1764 with only eight spindles. 

His patent of 1770 described a machine with 16 spindles which later was 
increased to 120. In the Jenny the slubbings were led from a creel in the lower 
part of the machine to a carriage, through a wooden clasp fitted to the carriage 
and then to the fvted inclined spindles. 
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The spinning process was started with the traversing carriage right 
forward at the spindle end and the yarn leading off the spindle to the open 
clasp on the carriage, the latter was moved a short distance backwards with the 
left hand to unwind a length of roving from the creel. The clasp was closed and 
the carriage moved further backwards, thus drafting the dubbing while twist 
was inserted at the same time by rotating the wheel connected to the spindles, 
with the right hand. Before reaching the far-rear-end the caniage was stopped 
while the spindles continued turning to insert the required amount of twist. 
The carriage was then moved further backwards and the direction of the 
spindles reversed to unwind the yam from the spindle tips. The yarn was then 
wound onto the spindles by pushing the carriage forward and turning the 
spindles in the original direction. The yam was traversed on the spindles by 
means of a faller wire, connected to a piece of wool which was operated by the 
toe. As the carriage reached the forward position the yam was allowed to run 
up to the spindle tip by manipulating the presser wire. The clasp was opened 
and the cycle repeated. 

5.1.5 Slubbing Billy 
The Slubbing Billy was developed soon after the Spinning Jenny to 

prepare rovings for the latter as well as the mule. 
The principles employed in the Billy were similar to those used on the 

Jenny. The main differences were that the spindles were incorporated in the 
carriage and the carded slubbiigs were laid side by side on a slanting apron 
over a roller and between two wooden clasps, through which the slubbings 
were delivered and clamped during drafting and twisting. 

5.1.6 Roller Drafting - 
In 1738 the first patent describing roller drafting was filed by Lewis Paul. 

Roller drafting was not carried out to any appreciable extent until the 
development of Arkwright's spinning frame in 1769. 

5.1.7Arkwright's Water F m  
Arkwright's frame was the first spinning machine to be driven 

mechanically by water. He used four pairs of rollers giving a total draft of 
6.25, the bottom ones being driven to give speed ratio's of 1:1,16:1,33:6,25. 
Twisting and winding were carried out by a bobbin and flyer. No traversing 
mechanism was incorporated in the machine and the y a m  passed round hecks 
of one of the flyer arms and had to be moved by the spinner. 

In Arkwright's second patent of 1775, a traversing mechanism similar to 
the lifter plate of the modem flyer frame was incorporated. The latter 
consisted of a shaft driven by a belt. To the shaft a heart-shaped cam was 
fitted at each end which lifted and lowered the rail carrying the bobbins. Only 
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Fig. 49 - Arkarigbl's Water ~ m m t ' ' ~ .  

three pairs of rollers for drafting were incorporated with speed ratios of 
1:1,16:18,4. 

The Spinning Jenny and the Water Frame came info use at about the same 
time. The lofty yarns from the Jenny were used for weft while the yarns from 
the Water Frame were more suitable for warp threads. 

5.1.8 Crompton k Mule 
Crompton's mule, completed in 1779, was a combination of the Spinning 

and Arkwright's Water Frame. It incorporated the moving carriage and 
spindle drafting of the former and the roller drafting of the latter. In this mule 
the rovings were drafted between rollers, which also acted as a clasp to hold 
the yam when the caniage, holding the spindles, was drawn out. After a 
certain length of roving was given out, the rollers were stopped, the carriage 
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with spindles continued to recede a short distance to draft the twisted slubbing. 
By means of this system it was claimed that by drafting with both rollers and 
spindles the thread was stretched more gently and equally producing a much 
fmer quality yarn. For woollen spinning spindle draft alone was used (see Fig. 
50). 

In 1825 Richard Roberts.patented the self-aking mule and added to 
Crompton's mule the quadrant winding motion for controlling spindle speed 
and the shaper for controuing the faller wires. These additions made the mule 
self-acting. Some minor refmements were made to Roberts's mule but the 
basic principles employed remained the same. 

The sequence of operations taking place during the spinning of a yam on 
the mule were the foUo~ingl"J'~: 
1. Lengths of slubbiigs were delivered while the carriage with spindles 

retreated at the same speed as the delivery. The spindles revolved at the 
same time, at constant speed, thus inserting twist into the slubbiig as it was 
being delivered. 

2. Once the required length of slubbing had been delivered the feed rollers 
stopped while the carriage continued to retreat and the spindles continued 
to insert twist. During this stage theslubbing was drafted by the process of 
spindle drafting. 
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3. At the end of the carriage draw, final twist was inserted into the yarn, while 
the spindles rotated at a higher speed than during the drafting phase. 
During this phase of extra twist insertion the yarn contracts, which imposes 
a high tension on the yarn. To reduce the tension the carriage was slowly 
moved inward for a short distance. This latter step being known as 
"jacking-in". 

4. The next phase was called "hacking-off", during which the spindles were 
rotated in the opposite direction to the spinning direction to unwind the 
yam from the spindle tips. The faller and counter-faller wires came into 
action at the same time to take up the tension. 

5. Once "hacking-off" was completed the carriage ran in, the spindles were 
rotated in the same direction as the original spinning direction and the yarn 
was wound onto the cops in a conical shape while being guided by the faller 
wire and correctly tensioned by the counter-faller wire. The yarn package, 
with its conical shape, meant that the spindle had to rotate at different 
speeds to correct for the variation in cop diameter, the speed changes being 
effected by the quadrant. 

6.  At the end of winding the carriage was stopped at the delivery beam and the 
faller wires were withdrawn. 

7. The cycle of operations was repeated. 

The mule was a complicated and cumbersome machine. Although the 
various mechanisms were fairly simple it was, however, only the most 
experienced spinner who could tune a mule to spin a good quality yarn. The 
essential movements of the mule consisted of three basic elements, the delivery 
rollers, carriage and spindles whose relative motions had to he correctly co- 
ordinated to constitute the spinning cycle. Roberts's mule had to he driven 
from one central line shaft and this single source had to he subdivided into 
three main elements and these had to he co-ordinated by means of belts, 
pulleys, gears and clutches. The line shaft turned at constant speed and 
variable speed devices had to he incorporated to drive the three elements at 
variable speeds. 

The line shaft was later replaced by one single electric motor which 
offered no real advantage in power consumption, increased production or ease 
of operation. In 1954 the electronically controlled mule was developedl's. In 
this mule the three basic elements were driven by separate electric motors and 
the headstock and quadrant replaced by electronic devices. This gave a 
machine much more simple to operate than the conventional mule. It meant 
that a spinner could change spinning conditions while the mule was producing 
by simply changing control knobs. Production was increased by 30%. power 
consumption was decreased and a better quality yam could be spun. 
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5.2 Principles of mule spinning 
The sequence of operations performed by the mule can be subdivided into 

three sections: drafting, twisting and winding-on. Yarn delivery during the 
initial stages can be looked upon as an essential preliminary to drafting, 
jacking-in as a necessary consequence of twisting, and backing-off as a 
prerequisite of ~indimg-on"~. 

The objectives of spinning a woollen yarn from the carded slubbings are 
to give strength to the yarn and to increase the uniformity of the yarn"'. 

Strength is given to the yarn by the insertion of twist into the open strands 
so that the individual fibres are bound closely around each other, thus 
establishing a large number of contacts at which additional frictional forces 
will operate.to resist fibre movement when tension is applied to the yarn. 

Yarn uniformity is improved by drafting while a low amount of twist is 
inserted. The Levelling action is brought about by the fact that short thick 
places have a higher modulus of torsional rigidity than the thinner parts, and 
therefore are less twisted. Conversely, short, thin portions take up more of the 
inserted twist because these have lower resistance to torsion and will resist 
drafting forces. If a drafting force is applied under these conditions during 
spinning, the short thick places of the slubbing will be drafted more than the 
thin parts thereby resulting in a more even yarn. To produce the most uniform 
yarn an optimum amount of draft and twist is required. 

This state of affairs implies that provided sufficient twist is inserted 
during attenuation, to maintain cohesion of the thread as it becomes finer, 
drafting can go on indefinitely. In practice this does not happen, levelling of 
the thread takes place but when drafting is carried out beyond a certain 
maximum point, levelness is impaired and the ends start to break. The process 
of spindle drafting, or drafting of a twisted slubbing, is a complicated process 
and has been the subject of investigation by several research  worker^""^. 

Angus and Martindale'IB developed an instrument which was attached to a 
mule to measure the tension developed in the thread during spinning on the 
mule. They also constructed an apparatu~"~ in which the process of spindle 
drafting on the mule could be simulated and the tensions developed during 
drafting could be recorded under experimental conditions. 

It was found that the tension during the initial stages of drafting was zero 
but this drafting force increased fairly rapidly as elongation increased. 
Subsequently the rate of increase declined to zero, so that the force-extension 
curve passed in turn through a point of inflexion and a minimum. Thereafter 
the force declined, as extension was further decreased, until such time as the 
thread broke and the force again became zero. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 
51. 

As the twist level of the slubbiigs increased the maximum force developed 
increased and the point of rupture occurred at a lower extension, until at the 
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A = 0 turnslrn 
8 = 87 turnslm 
C = 118 turnslrn 
D = 148 turnslrn 
E = 191 turnslrn 
F = 246 turnslm 
G = 317 turnslrn 
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F%. 51 - Fomloagatioa comes for Cheviot slubbimgs with different k v d s  of twist"'. 

highest twist content no maximum was reached. 
The influence of draft upon the dubbing irregularity was also 

investigated. The authors made use of a quantity designated the "smoothing 
coefficient", to hvestigate the change in irregularity as drafting of the thread 
proceeded. The smoothing coefficient, defmed as the ratio of the coefficient of 
variation of mass per unit length of y a m  to that of the original slubbimg. It was 
found that as draft increased the smoothing coefficient decreased until a 
minimum value was reached at a certain optimum draft. Increasing the draft 
further led to a rapid increase in the y a m  irregularity. As twist level increased 
the point of optimum draft occurred at Iower values. (See Fig. 52). 

These results together with those obtained from the force-elongation 
curvcs suggested that minimum irregularity was obtained at approximately 
that value of extension at which the force-extension curve passed through its 
point of inflexion. It was also shown that the maximum extent of draft 
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Fig. 52 - Effwt of draft on tbmd imgutnrity of Cheviot wool with different twist le~els"~. 

required an optimum amount of twist to be inserted during the process of 
drafting itself. 

In the spindle drafting apparatus used in the investigation drafting was 
carried out with the spindle in a horizontal position and in the normal spinning 
position where the spindle is inclined from the vertical towards the delivery 
rollers. During these experiments it was found that greater drafts could be 
applied in the case where the spindle was in the near-vertical position without 
deterioration of yam uniformity. This was presumably caused by the plucking 
action produced by the y a m  slipping over the spindle tip after the spindle made 
half a turn. The plucking action of a drafting thread causes a continual 
vibration along the thread which might have some effect on fibre activity and 
presumably promote conditions favourable to fibre movement. 

It was found that during the drafting of some of the slubbings that an 
irregular decline in force occurred after the maximum force had been reached 
when observing the force-elongation curves. This is illustrated in Fig. 53. 
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These fluctuations were not found during initial stages of drafting while 
the force was increasing. This occurrence of sharp falls followed by a partial 
recovery of the force was due to a slip-stick phenomenon, the slip-stick effect 
having been produced by fibre movement within a thick place (slip) and the 
twist redistributing itself and locking the thin part formed (stick). 

The author suggested that spindle drafting proceeded in two successive 
phases, each being due to a different mode of fibre behaviour. The fust phase 
of drafting was characterised by an increase of force with elongation resulting 
in the reduction of the slubbing irregularity. This was due to stretching and 

Fig. 53 - F a m  clong~tioo curves for Cheviot dubbings showing slip-slick effects when f o m  is 
declining"'. 
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straightening of the fibres into a more parallel arrangement of the fibres. The 
second phase of the drafting process commenced when the fibres could not be 
straightened any further and started to slip. The latter phase was characterised 
by a decrease in the drafting force owing to a decrease in the number of fibre 
contacts resulting in an increase in yam irregularity. Increased irregularity was 
caused by the lag of redistribution of the twist. 

This two-stage theory of spindle drafting was confvmed by the behaviour 
of a worsted roving when subjected to spindle drafting. The shape of the force- 
elongation curve was found to be the same as that obtained for woollen 
slubbings but the maximum force was generated after only 5% of extension 
while the maximum force for the woollen s l u b b i s  was reached at an 
extension of approximately 50%. The low extension resulted from the high 
degree of parallelization of the fibres in the worsted roving, therefore leaving 
limited scope for fibre straightening during the first phaseof spindle drafting 

In subsequent work carried out by Hogley and ManindaleIn. it was again 
found that worsted rovings and cotton rovings gave only 5% extension at the 
maximum force applied. This was also found to be the case for a silk waste 
blend produced on a woollen card. Extension in the latter case was 20% and it 
was suggested that this low extension was due to the silk fibres being more 
straight in the woollen slubbing produced. These results confirmed once again 
the two-phase drafting theory of Angus and Martindale. 

McNair and Chamberlainl""l stated that the theory of spindle drafting 
put fonvard by Angus and Martindale was oversimplified. Their view was that 
a carded sliver contained fibres in various states of curliness and that the less 
curled ones would be straightened very quickly during drafting, and these 
fibres would slip as drafting proceeded. It was suggested that if fibre 
straightening was the main effect during the first phase of drafting, the 
extension produced should be reversible and the sliver should return to its 
original length when allowed to relax. This was found not to be the case. They 
found that reversible extension was limited to 5% of the original length. Their 
findings on drafting during actual mule spinning cofifirmed the findings of 
Angus and Martindale. Some of the results obtained by McNair and 
Chamberlain are, however, noteworthy. They found that, during drafting, the 
irregularity decreased to a minimum and then increased rapidly upon a further 
increase in draft. The minimum irreeularitv was not sienificantlv influenced bv - 
the amount of twist inserted. The-amount of twist required to obtain the 
maximum possible draft, without producing a yarn of higher irregularity than 
the original slubbing, was found to be critical and the maximum draft that 
could be mployed never exceeded 1,7. 

The authors found that when extension was increased beyond the point 
where the smoothing coefficient reached unity, irregularity increased rapidly 
and twits started to form. A twit is characterised by a short thick place 
contained between two very thin places. It was found that 20% of the fibres 
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contained within the twit passed through the latter and the ends being tightly 
bound in the thin places by twist, the thick place, thus being locked in and 
could not be drafted any further. These thick places always contained a burr, a 
nep or a tuft of entangled fibres. 

This purely adventitious occurrence of aggregates of the same order as the 
diameter of the thread was said to be the limiting factor in drafting of the 
sliver. 

Kurosaki, Konda, Okamura and WatanabeEZ4 found, when investigating 
the process of spindle drafting using black dyed tracer fibres and drafting in 
methyl salicylate, that crimped and wavy fibres in a sliver were straightened 
out as tension was applied and became fully extended at about 40% 
elongation. At higher values of elongation, relaxation occurred, tension 
decreased and at 65% elongation rupture occurred. It was also shown by the 
abovementioned research workers that the fibre extent (projected fibre length) 
increased in the extended or drafted sliver as compared to the undrafted sliver. 
It was found that fibre extent increased when twist was inserted during 
drafting. This uncurling and increase in fibre extent as elongation increased to 
the point where maximum force developed and the subsequent decrease in 
force as draft increased further once again confirms the two-stage theory of 
spindle drafting by Angus and Martindale. The same  author^"^ also found 
that at the point of maximum tension during drafting, yam breaking strength 
was a maximum and that the coefficient of variation (CV%) of breaking 
strength was a minimum but increased sharply as draft increased above the 
point for optimum breaking strength. They showed that at the point where 
maximum tension developed during drafting, yam strength, Young's 
modulus, torsional rigidity, tensile recovery and degree of packing showed 
maximum values. 

Grosberg and his co- worker^'^ investigated the process of drafting on a 
woollen ringframe. They found that the most important factors influencing 
drafted thread properties were the amount of draft applied, the amount of 
twist inserted during drafting and their interaction. They found that up to a 
draft of 1.2 the levelness coefficient (ratio of CV of slubbing after drafting to 
the CV of the slubbing before drafting) was unity irrespective of twist inserted. 
For drafts of 1.2 to 1,3 the irregularity increased rapidly for all twists until the 
slivers broke at a draft of approximately 1.7. These workers'zs suggested a 
three stage theory for spindle drafting. They suggested that the first stage of 
drafting involved an increase in fibre extent (projected fibre length along the 
yam axis). It was stated that Angus and Martindale's 'crimp-removal' should 
be defined as the decrease in linear density due to the increase in fibre extent 
without changing the number of fibres in the crowsection. The second stage, 
according to Grosherg and his co-workers, began when the draft ratio 
exceeded the ratio of average fibre length to average fibre extent and during 
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this phase the number of fibres in the noss-section changed while irregularity 
increased. The final stage took place when the sliver broke due to the force 
required to break the sliver being less than the force required to draft the 
sliver. 

From the foregoing discussions it is obvious that the process of spindle 
drafting or drafting of a twisted slubbiig is still not a clearly defmed process 
and provides scope for further investigation. 

5.3 The woollen ringframe 
The fust woollen yams to be ringspun were spun on worsted frames. This 

was not accepted by the trade because it was claimed that the yarn was 
wrapped up too much by the higher twist used on the frame, it was deficient in 
felting properties and it lacked loftiness. 

The preparation of slubbiig for the mule and the ringframe was carried 
out on the same machines and it was therefore necessary to develop a process 
of drafting on the ringframe which would be similar to that of the mule, i.e. 
drafting whiie twist is inserted to give the necessary cohesion and fibre control. 

Drafting on the woollen ringframe was carried out between two pairs of 
rollers between 38 to 50 cm apart and the idea of inserting twist into the 
drafting zone by means of a twister-tube was evolved in 1866. Several forms of 
twister tubes were developed to insert twist between the pairs of drafting 
rollers and several devices were employed126 in the tubes to grip the yarn (See 
Fig. 54). 

(a) Marlin's (b) Jasephy's (C) Martin's Id)  Houget's (el Josephy's 
Patent Patent Patent Patent Patent 
(1887) (1901) (1903) (1903) (1912) 

In these early forms of twister-tubes several methods were devised to grip 
the slubbing while it was being twisted during passage through the tube into 
the nip of the front rollers, e.g. a needle extending beyond the exit of the tube 
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(Fig. 54 (a) and @I), steel balls inside the constricted part of the bore (Fig. 54 
(c)), grooves cut lengthways on the inner surface of the trumpet-shaped tube 
(Fig. 54 (d)). and the offsentre drilled hole (Fig. 54 (e)). 

The twister-tube with the extending needle has been retained on some 
newer frames and in some cases the one needle has been replaced by a cluster 
of intersecting needles directed downward and inward (See Fig. 55). 

Fig. 55 - False twirl tube with needle smngernmt. 

spring jaws 
tube 
pegs 

Fig. 56 - Trislrr-tube with prgs and sprhg jaws'". 
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A hook, nick or pegs at the mouth of the tube to pluck the slubbiig while 
it was being rotated and drafted was common to several of these patents and 
this has been retained on several modem machines. 

In 1930 a twister-tube was introduced to which a pair of spring jaws was 
fitted to grip the slubbing. Pegs to pluck the slubbing were also included in this 
type of twister-tube (See Fig. 56). 

The most popular form of false twist tube being used today is the false 
twist tube with pegs on the entrance side and with centrifugal jaws at the yarn 
exit (See Fig. 57). 

= fixed jaw 
= pivoted centrifugal jaw 
= tube 
= peg insert 

n4 = pegs 
= whame 

Fib. 57 - Tvkter tube witb and ~ntr i fagd  jars'? 

Jaw, a, is fued, while jaw, b, is pivoted on p b  X. When the tube is 
rotated, balance weight, b', swings outwards and downwards by centrifugal 
force, whereby the lower part of b is forced against futed jaw, a, thus gripping 
the yarn f d y  to facilitate the insertion of false twist. At the same time, the 
pegs create a plucking action on the twisted slubbing, similar to that on the 
mule when the yarn dips over the tip of the spindle during the drafting and 
twist inserting phases. 

Another early approach, originally devised by Crompton, was to cause 
~ .~ 

the front rollen to rotate in two planes, i.e. to revolve at~right angles to the 
axis of the thread while also rotatinn to deliver the thread to the soindle'? i n  
this system the slubbiig is positivelyiwisted and simultaneously fed forward in 
a controlled fashion. ~er&anent twist is introduced into the drafting zone and 
it is chimed that a more even yarn is produced due to elimination of ineffective 
control of fibre movement in the short twistless section of the slubbing 
between the twister-tube jaws and the front rollers. 



5.4 Principles of woollen ring spinning 
On the woollen ringframe, slubbing is fed from the bobbin L, through the 

guide H, between the delivery rollers (back rollers) A into the drafting zone, 
over deflector rod D, into the false twister-tube C to the front rollers B (See Fig 
58). The drawn sliver is passed through the pot eye G, underneath the traveller 
T and is wound onto the tube S. Twist is inserted in the yarn with the aid of the 
traveller as it rotates around the ring, but at a lower speed than the spindle. 
Twist is therefore inserted and the twisted yarn wound onto the tube. 

d 
Fig. 58 - One side of voolloa ringfmme'*. 

5.4.1 Drafting on the ringframe 
The drafting zone in the woollen ringframe between the feed rollers (l? 

and delivery rollers (D) is approximately 50 cm long. The slubbing is also 
unsupported and the necessary cohesion during drafting is obtained by the 
insertion of false twist by the twister-tube (T). 

As the slubbing proceeds through the drafting zone (See Fig. 59) it 
receives Z twist between F and T. 

If n = the rate of rotation of T in rev/min 
and x = the rate of feed in m h i n  
then the twist inserted between F and T in turns per m = "/x. 
As x m/min of slubbing passes through the twister-tube 0, it carries n 

turns of Z twist into the zone TD, the Z twist, however, being exactly 



neutralized by then turns of S twist inserted into the length TD; thus the length 
of TD contains zero twist'-. 

Drafting will tend to take place within the zone TD, resulting in uneven 
yarn and poor spinning performance. This problem is overcome by placing the 
nipper-jaws, incorporated in the twister-tube, very close to the nip of the 
delivery rollers. D, and the distance TD is almost zero. 

It was shown that drafting within the drafting zone of the woollen 
ringframe took place within the first 10 to 13 m of the drafting zone where the 
twist was relatively low, draft then decreased as the twist increased, until the 
slubbing entered the twister tube where some drafting took place due to the 
fibres being pulled forward by the delivery rollerstM. 

There is no hard and fast rule with regard to the amount of false twist to 
be inserted. This varies with tbe raw material. The false twist imposed depends 



on the false twister-tube speed and the angle at which the slubbing enters the 
tube. As a general rule it can be stated that short fibres require more drawkg 
twist than longer fibres and as draft is increased false twister-tube speed has to 
be decreased"'. 

The angle at which the slubbiig enters the twister-tube affects the amount 
of false twist imposed for a given speed. Tnis angle is adjustable by changing 
the height of the deflector rod D, in Fig. 58. The latter height also affects the 
plucking action of the pegs. It is, however, seldom changed. 

Some continental fnms have recently started to market woollen 
ringframes in which drafting is accomplished in a two zone drafting system. In 
the first zone the slubbing is drafted in the conventional way, i.e. drafted while 
twist is inserted, and in the second the yarn is drafted in the untwisted form 
between rollers. This is illustrated in Fig. 60. 

It is claimed that much higher drafts, i.e. up to 2, can be employed and 
that a more even yarn can be spun on the two zone spinning machines'32. 

Fig. 60 - IUnsmtion of rwllen dnghmte in a h i h  the two systrms of dnftiag 
iacorpo~ted'~. 
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5.4.2 Twist insertion and winding 
As the strand of untwisted parallel and drafted fibres emerges below the 

front rollers of the ringframe, it has no strength and twist must be inserted to 
give them cohesion and thus strength to the yarn. Twist induces lateral forces 
which act by means of friction to prevent the fibres in the yarn from slipping 
over one another"'. Apart from imparting strength to the yarn, twist has a 
profound effect on fabric end-use properties. Twist affects yarn tensile 
properties, diameter and bulk which in turn will influence fabric softness or 
handle in general. An increase in twist leads to closer packing of the fibres 
within the yarn which determines fabric cover, crease recovery, air 
permeability and various other characteristics. Hairiness is also influenced by 
twist and this will have an influence on fabric piUingIY. 

The fibre strand that emerges from the front rollers is passed through the 
traveller on the spinning ring onto the spinning tube fitted over the spindle. 
Twist is inserted by the spindle that rotates the yarn package about the axis of 
the yarn. The traveller slides on the inside of the ring and rotates around the 
rotating spindle but friction between the traveller and the ring as well as the 
drag caused by the balloon cause the traveller to lag behind the spindle. The 
difference in speed between the spindle and traveller causes the yam to wind 
on the package and the difference in speed adjust itself automatically as the 
tension varies"3 with variation in diameter of the chase. 

During ring spinning a balloon is formed due to the action of centrifugal 
force which creates a tension in the yarn which is proportional to the surface 
area of the balloon and the spindle speed2. In woollen spinning yarn linear 
density is normally high compared to the worsted system and to obtain an 
adequate length of yam the yam packages must be larger which means that 
frames with larger diameter rings must be used. When larger rings are used an 
acceptable spinning speeds are maintained, yarn tension is increased due to the 
larger balloon, and a higher end-breakage rate is the result. To reduce yarn 
tension the spindle tops are changed to allow spinning with a reduced or 
collapsed balloon. Centrifugal force is reduced whereby spinning tension is 
reduced and fewer end-breaks occur. 

Amongst the changes to the spindle top are the Pross Spindle by Houget 
Duesberg-Bosson, as well as the thistle and crown tops by other manufac- 
turers. In all cases the yam is wrapped around the spindle, thus collapsing or 
suppressing the balloon. In this way yarn tension between the yarn guide above 
the spindle and the front rollers is reduced while, at the same time, the twist is 
encouraged to run back into the weak, twistless region just below the front 
rollers, thus reducing the number of end-breaks. 

5.5 Woollen type yams produced by unconventional methods 
During the past two decades several new spinning systems have appeared 

on the market. Of these the Rotor, Air-vortex, Electrostatic and Dref spinning 
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methods are the only systems producing yams with a random fibre 
orientation. Of these only commercial yarns are produced on the rotor 
spinning and Dref systems. 

These methods are all examples of open-end spinning. The latter is 
defined as a spinning process in which a 'break' in the fibre stream occurs, i.e. 
where twist is inserted by rotation of the yarn tail as opposed to the yarn 
package and where winding is independent of twist inserti~n"~. 

5.5.1 Rotor spinning 
In the rotor system fibre is supplied to the machine by means of a sliver A 

(see Fig. 61). The Sliver is opened and separated into individual fibres by an 
opening roUer, B, covered with metallic card wire or pins, rotating at a speed 
around 8 000 rev/min. Trash and dirt are separated from the fibres by the 
separating edge, E. The dirt particles are removed by air through F. 

Trash 

Fig. 61 -Typical rotor spinning m ~ g e m e o ~ ' ~ .  
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The stream of individual fibres is drawn through the tube C by an 
airstream, and is then deposited into the rotor D. The yarn emerges through 
the yam delivery tube136. 

For every one turn of the rotor one turn of twist is insetted in the yarn. 
The twist runs back along the yam into the rotor-groove and as the yarn is 
being withdrawn and fibres continuously supplied to the rotor, the tail end of 
the twisted yarn binds the fibres into the twisted end thereby supplying a 
continuous thread. Rotor speeds as high as 100 000 rev/min are not 
uncommon today. 

The differences in properties between ring- and rotor-spun yams are the 
following'? 
1. Rotor yarns are weaker, 
2. Rotor yarns are more uniform in cross-sectional size and strength, 
3. More single fibres are projecting from ring-spun yarns while more fibre 

loops are projecting from rotor-spun yams, 
4. Rotor yarns have a better abrasion resistance, 
5. Rotor yarns are more bulky and produce fabrics with better cover, 
6. Fabrics knitted from rotor-spun yarns are harsher than those knitted from 

ring-spun yams. 

When long staple fibres such as synthetic- and wool fibres are spun, 
machines equipped with larger rotor diameters are used which means that the 
spinning speed has to be reduced. Short staple machines can be used for the 
spinning of long staple fibres hut in this case the fibres are broken by a stretch- 
breaking process followed by a second or re-breaking operation"' to obtain 
fibres of a suitable length for spinning on the short staple machines. 

5.5.2 Dref Spinning 

Sliver is fed to the carding cylinder, rotating at speeds between 2 400 and 
4 510 rev/min, by means of the feed rollers'39. The fibres emerging from the 
carding roller are lifted from the latter and blown downwards, by means of an 
air jet, into the nip of the perforated drums. The fibres are controlled in the 
nip by the vacuum created through the vacuum tubes. The perforated drums 
rotate in the same direction whereby the fibres are rolled (twisted). The twisted 
yarn is removed by take-off rollers and wound onto a package (see Fig. 62). 

Dref yams are relatively free from fibre dubs and neps. The yams are. 
however, hairier, harsher and more irregular than conventional ring spun 
yarns'40. 

Open-end spinning machines have not as yet replaced the conventional 
woollen ringframe for the production of hosiery and apparel yarns. The 
reason may be because open-end fabrics are harsher than ringspun fabrics 
while a soft and lofty handle has always been ass$ated with woollen fabrics. 
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Fig. 62 - Schematic d i i  of meI spinning system"'. 

THE USE OF PROPRIETARY NAMES 

The names of proprietary products, where they appear in this publication, 
are mentioned for information only. This does not imply that SAWTRI 
recommends them to the exclusion of other similar products. 
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